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PART OF OUR BUSINESS
IS BEING

While one part of our business is being
copied another part is going up in
smoke. Are we in trouble? Not at all.
it’s just our way of helping you
remember that A.P.P.M's specialized
industrial papers cover a range of
products that stretches ail the way from
copying machines to cigarettes
if you’re interested in producing
perfect copies you’re probably already
aware of our fine Diazo Copy Papers
but perhaps you didn't know we also
.make, Computer Tapes, Backing
Release Papers, Interleaving Papers,
Wallpaper and Gumming Base Papers
and of course cigarette tissues.
Mills: Burnie,

Maybe the sort of paper you’rp
interested in hasn’t been mentioned .
here. Perhaps it hasn’t even been
developed yet. If it can be we’re....
certainly the people to talk to.
Consider our vast research and
development facilities at your disposal,
Give us a ring about any sort.of paper.
Whether it exists or not!

Wesley Vale Tas; Shoalhaven NSW; Ballarat Vic.
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Associated Pulp and Paper Mills Limited
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Lionel de Sousa,
Product Manager,
Industrial Papers,
360 Collins Street,
Melbourne, 3000.
Telephone 60 074T Ext. 59.
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When this man
wants sound advice
to convince his board
and his directors
He dials his Mark III
Time-Sharing service.
Ron Downie is one of the new breed of company managers dealing with
a highly competitive international market situation. He knows that
saving time is saving money and enhancing profits. That’s why he uses
Honeywell Mark III Time-Sharing service.
Honeywell Mark III utilises a unique world-wide computer and com
munications network linking sixteen countries in four continents, and
crossing eighteen time zones to a common source of computer power
coping with more than 2,000 users world-wide, simultaneously.
This vast computer power is now available to Australian users by means
of a simple telephone call providing access to the most sophisticated
computer system in the world for those who have no computer of their
own or those who need additional on-line facilities.
Within seconds, Ron Downie can gauge current marketing situations
world-wide, calculate consumer demand and compare profit margins
across four continents
Information which used to need time and effort, is now made easy

MARK III Time-Sharing spans the world

If you have a board you need to convince with your argument, we’ve got
the best argument—Honeywell Mark III Time-Sharing.

the other computer company,

HONEYWELL TIME-SHARING

Sydney 69 0355

Melbourne 699 3288
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Brisbane 21 6683

Adelaide 51 6203

Canberra 49 7966

COM’sense
from NCR.
The Quantor 105 COM system is designed for
business use in the computer room to make
information available quickly and cheaply.
Simple to operate and not much bigger than
a desk, it needs no plumbingor darkroom.
The Quantor 105 is the most cost effective COM
system. It can save you up to 90% on stationery,
98% on copying and 97% on postal costs.
And the NCR 456-200 is the ideal viewer for
your COM fiche.
It’s just commonsense to fill in the coupon.
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To: NCR,
Box 2626, G.P.O., Sydney 2001
Please let me have further information on:
□ The Quantor 105 COM system □ NCR 456-200 COM viewer
Name■.
Position
Company
Address

.
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put it on the line...
ONE
LINE
THAT
IS
By using the new Racal-Milgo T-20 Timeplexer

you can now connect a number of low speed
remote terminals to the one duplex leased line.
The T-20 Multiplexer offers the user numerous unique advantages in
Time Division Multiplexing situations, including:
• Where terminals of differing speeds must he multiplexed together.
• Where Central Site system supervision is required.
• Where reliability, and ease of maintenance together with low cost
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Attention
secretariat office
Hannover O.K.!
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Appointments diary
SCHENKER & CO. (AUST.) PTY. LTD.
Forwarding and Customs Agents,
Head Office: 26 O’Connell Street,
Sydney, 2000. Phone 25 7138.
Telex A 20771.
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Editorial

T\URING the past few years, the Editorial Committee has managed to produce economically four issues
^ of the Journal per annum. It will be understood by readers that the cost of production of the Journal
has been rising steadily during the past few years although these rises had been maintained to a minimum
by the publisher. However, with the rises that have occurred and particularly with recent increases and
postage of the Journal, it has reluctantly been found uneconomical to produce the usual number of issues
per annum.
The Council of A.C.S. has been very concerned about the rising costs of the Journal and have been
very reluctant to increase the capitation fees. It will be understood that the production of the Journal is
heavily subsidised by the A.C.S. Council and constitutes a heavy drain upon its resources and particularly
upon the income from capitation fees provided by members of the Society. In order not to increase
capitation fees and thereby cause branches to increase their subscription rates, it has unfortunately been
decided to reduce the number of issues per annum to three of the usual size, and the publication dates
will be at the end of the months March, July and November starting in 1974. The standard of the material
of the Journal it is hoped, will be maintained and it is the confirmed policy of the A.C.S. Council and the
Editorial Committee that only original material shall be published in the Journal and that only the best
of this will be accepted.
However it is understood that the Journal has been subject to a certain amount of criticism in the past
because of its high academic content. It is appreciated that most of the members of A.C.S. are of nonacademic type and are mostly concerned with the commercial areas of the computing industry. It is an
unfortunate fact that most of the material submitted for publication in the Journal comes from the
academic area and as a result the commercial area suffers. The Editor can of course only publish that
material which is presented to him and if members of the commercial computing fraternity are not prepared
to provide publishable material dealing with their interests, the commercial area must necessarily suffer.
The readers with commercial interests are therefore urgently requested to provide material concerning their
interests for publication in the Journal and thereby to fill a serious gap in the Journal material and need
of the general computing membership. There are many subjects of commercial bias which would be of
interest to the computing world which would provide suitable material for publication, although it is
believed that potential authors in the commercial area of computing are either reluctant to write on these
subjects either from lack of time or belief that their particular expertise is not of general interest. I can
assure them that the latter situation does not apply.
In an attempt to make the contents of the Journal of more general interest to the general membership,
it has been decided by the Editorial Committee to solicit and publish a large series of review articles by
people prominent in the Australian Computing world. It is hoped these will be of wide interest so that the
Journal is of greatest use to as many people as possible. These review articles will be of high standard and
informative, and should provide good standard introductions to selected, areas in computing science and
automatic data processing from which readers may follow up subsequent reading material and inform
themselves more deeply in subjects of their particular interests.
DR. T. PEARCEY
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Algorithms and Performance Evaluation of
a New Type of Random
Access File Organisation
By A. Y. Montgomery

$

This paper describes (he spatial organization and presents the detailed processing algo
rithms for a new space-saving form of random access file having two overflow pointers per
bucket instead of the more conventional single overflow pointer per record. Simulation studies
of the performance of this organization show that there is little to choose between the new
and the conventional arrangements.
Using the results of the simulation studies to design random access flies shows that a
bucket size small compared with a (rack minimises total processing time even if the propor
tion of addition and deletion transactions is high relative to the number of retrieval and
update transactions.

KEY WORDS: optimal file design, random access file,
two pointers per bucket, file evaluation
Association of Computing Machinery Computing
Review Categories: 3.72, 3.73, 3.74
1.0 INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper (Montgomery & Wallace, 1972) a
random access file format which used one pointer oer
record for overflow was described.
When record lengths are short, as in a key directory
Cylinder-1

Cylinder-2

Cylinder-W

2.0 SINGLE POINTER PER BUCKET
One possible strategy is to limit the use of a bucket
to holding overflow from a single home. This is unduly
restrictive and soon leads to a condition wherein no
further addition or deletion can be completed despite
the fact that the total file space is sparsely filled.
In the example, Figure 3a, neither bucket 32 nor 35
can be used for overflow by records from any home
bucket other than 34 or 31 respectively, which leads to
problems of finding available space for any type of

General
Overflow
Cylinder

Home
Overflow
Records
Figure 1: Cylinder format for random access file.

KEY-1

CHAIN
POINTER-1

DATA-1

for an on-line information retrieval system (Lefkovitz,
1968), the pointer per record format can utilize an ex
cessive amount of space with useless pointers. Figure 2
indicates that within bucket (self) pointers serve only
to take up space.
The question arises, can fewer chain pointers be used
per bucket without undue decrease of performance? A
first thought is that a single pointer per bucket might
suffice.

KEY-2

DATA-2

CHAIN
POINTER-2

Figure 2a: Field format for pointer per record.
Bucket
Number
31
32
33
34
35
Notes:

Data
Field

1
|

Pointer
Field

|

1

XXX
AAA
PPP

I

RRR

I

31
32
33
0
0

Key
*
(Home Bucket i
Number)
1
131
329
336
832
533

(31)
(32)
(33)
(32)
(33)

ccc

1

Key
1
(Heme Bucket 1
Number)
■
319
432
133
0
353

(31)
(32)
(33)

1
|

(35)

|

Data
Field
YYY
BBB

QQQ

0
LLL

Pointer
Field
0
34
35
0
0

(i) Pointer fields show bucket number only. (No record number within bucket.)
(ii) Within-bucket pointer fields show physical bucket number e.g. 32 in bucket number 32.
(iii) Pointer field zero designates end of chain.
Figure 2b: Record format in files: two records per bucket.

* Department of Information Science, Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, 3168.
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Random Access Files
Home
Bucket
Number

Home Bucket I
Address of '
Record
|

Data
Field

31
32
33
34
35
36

31
32
33
34

AAA
BAA
CAA
DAA
FAA

1
1

|
1
1

35

Home Bucket
Address of
Record

I
1

31
34

|
'
11
!!L

0

34

Data
Field

^

1

Home Bucket
Address of
Record

1

31
34

1
1

0
34

1I

°

1

AAB
DAD
0
DAB
AAD

Data
Field

Overflow
Chain
Pointer
Field

AAC
DAE
0
DAC
0

35
0
0
32
0

^

Note: The Home Bucket address of a Record is equal to the Record key transformed.
Figure 3a: Restricting overflow use to records from a single home bucket.

Home
Bucket
Number

Home Bucket
Address of
Record
|

Data
Field

31
32
33
34
35
36

31
32
33
34

AAA
BAA
CAA
DAA

[
1
1

Home Bucket
Address of
Record
31
34

|

Home Bucket
Address of
Record

1
1
|

Data
Field

Overflow
Chain
Pointer
Field

AAB
DAD

31
31

|

AAC
AAD

32
35

DAB

34

|
'
1

DAC

32

|
1

|

34

Data
Field

1

1

'

Figure 3b: An attempt at single pointer per bucket format allowing overflow from several sources.

record in 32 (including 32 homers) and for other than 31
and 35 homers in 35.
The alternate strategy is to allow any bucket to receive
overflow from any source.
However, in the example in Figure 3b, it is impossible
to tell which of home buckets 31, 32 or 34 are using the
pointer field of 32 for placement of overflow in 35. If we
restrict the use of the 32 pointer to use by overflow of
records with home bucket 32 only, neither the 31 nor
the 34 chains can be further extended.
Using a format with two pointers per bucket circum
vents these overflow replacement problems.

In Figure 4, buckets is shown full of ‘home bodies’
with overflow to bucket 35 and thence to 34. This fact
is shown by the overflow pointer fields from 31 and 35
leading to 35 and 34 respectively. The fact that the over
flow pointers of the two buckets 31 and 35 are being
used by records from bucket 31 is indicated by the home
bucket pointer fields of these buckets registering 31.
The chain leads to bucket 34 where it is terminated
since the outgoing overflow pointer field is not in use,
i.e. has zero value.
The chain leading from 33 must be terminated in 35
since the outgoing overflow pointer field is being used
by type 31 records not type 33.
The integrity of the system is maintained by observing
the protocol “If a home bucket is in overflow it must
be completely full of homers”: thus if an insertion of
type 34 was made the 31 type record would need to be
‘bumped’ to some other free space, such as that in 32.
The retrieval process parallels closely that for the
single pointer per record case. Generate home bucket

3.0 TWO POINTER PER BUCKET FORMAT
In the structure considered here each bucket has
associated with it a pointer to the bucket containing the
next record of the same home address and a pointer to
the home bucket of records using the overflow pointer:
the ‘overflow pointer’ and the ‘home bucket pointer’
respectively.

Bucket
Number

Home Bucket
Address of
Record

Data
Field

31
32
33
34
35
36

31
32
33
34
31

AAA
BAA
CAA
DAA
AAC

Home Bucket
Address of
Record

Data
Field

Home Bucket
Pointer
Field

Overflow
Chain
Pointer
Field

31
0
33
0
31

35
0
35
0
34

31

AAB

—

—

33
31
33

CAB
AAD
CAC

Figure 4: Two pointers per bucket format.
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Random Access Files

address by hashing the record key and read the home
bucket. Search the home bucket for a record with
matching key. If the record is not found in the home
bucket and either the home bucket is less than full of
homers (in which case it can not overflow elsewhere) or
else the home bucket is full of homers and the overflow
pointer is not in use by overflow from this bucket, then
the search is terminated with the ‘record not on file’
condition. An overflow pointer is in use by records of
a given home bucket when the home bucket pointer
contains a value equal to that home bucket address. If
the overflow pointer is in use by records from the re
quested home bucket the overflow pointer is followed
to the bucket pointed to and the search procedure is
continued.
Before describing the addition and deletion algorithms
it should be noted that the file protocol described
prevents foreigners from residing in a home bucket when
it is in overflow. This condition parallels closely that
assumed by Johnson (Johnson, 1961) in his theoretical
development and is more stringent than that required
in the pointer per record case.
The procedure for deletion commences by trans
formation of the record key to yield the home bucket.
The home bucket is scanned and if a key match is found
the record is deleted. If no key match is obtained two
posibilities exist: firstly the bucket is not in oveflow
due to home records whereupon the procedure is ter
minated with the ‘record not on file’ condition; secondly
the bucket is in overflow due to home records, in which
case the overflow pointer is followed to some further
bucket and the search is continued through that bucket
until either the record is discovered, the ‘record not on
file’ condition is invoked or an outgoing pointer is
encountered.
If a key match was obtained in the home bucket and
that bucket was in overflow, the overflow pointer is
followed to the next bucket containing overflow of the
type requested. A record of the requested type is
selected and placed in the home bucket at the position
of the deleted record; this process is called ‘sucking
back’. The sucked record is now deleted and, if it was
the last record of the requested home bucket type, the
overflow pointer of the home bucket is changed to take
the value of the sucked bucket overflow pointer, pro
vided that it was in use by records of the requested
type; if the overflow pointer was not in use by records
of the requested type the home bucket overflow pointer
is set to zero.
The insertion algorithm also starts by generation of
the homebucket address; if space is found therein the
record is inserted and the bucket re-written. If no space
is found, either the bucket was in overflow due to home
bucket records, in which case there may be space to be
found further down the chain, or else the bucket was
not in overflow.
If the bucket was in overflow due to the home bucket
records the chain is followed until either a spare space
is found, whence the insertion is completed and the
bucket written, or else the end of the chain is en
countered. Now in the last bucket of the home overflow
chain, if the overflow pointer is in use a record of
the type using the overflow pointer is set aside as
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 1, March, 1974

type foreign and replaced by the insertion record.
The foreigner chain is now ‘followed’ and a search
is made for a place to locate the foreigner as though
it was an original record for insertion. If in the
last bucket of the home overflow chain the over
flow pointer is zero some spare space must be found.
This is achieved by a call to ‘FINDMORE’ a routine
which yields a bucket number (B2) within the same
cylinder wherein one or more spare spaces are to be
found. It should be noted that this bucket can not be
on the overflow chain of the insertion home bucket
else space would have been found in walking down the
chain previously, but may conceivably be on any other
overflow chain such as that of a bumped foreigner. In
addition, it is entirely possible that ‘FINDMORE’ will
return without having found space within the cylinder,
in which event the record in hand will need to be placed
in the general overflow area. Having found some spare
space, the bumped record is placed therein and, pro
viding the bucket located by ‘FINDMORE’ is not on
the overflow chain from the home bucket of type
foreign, the overflow pointer in the bucket at the end of
viding the bucket located by ‘FINDMORE’ is not on
the home bucket chain is pointed to it and the home
bucket pointer in that bucket adjusted to read type
‘foreign’; otherwise the pointers in the bucket at the
end of the home bucket chain are left at zero.
Returning attention to the home bucket, if the bucket
was not in overflow then zero, one, or more foreigners
may be found therein. If a foreigner is found it is set
aside and replaced by the record of insertion. Space to
locate the foreigner is then sought by a method deter
mined by whether the overflow pointer of the home
bucket is found to be in use by records of type foreign
(i.e. by walking down that chain etc.) or not (i.e. by use
of ‘FINDMORE’ etc.). The foreigner is placed in the
available space and the bucket wherein space was found
is linked in appropriately.
If there are no foreigners in the last bucket on the
home bucket chain, the insertion record must be placed
in a bucket (B2) found by FINDMORE and a ‘new link’
formed to include Bo in the home bucket chain.
Whenever a foreigner is bumped out of a bucket for
placement elsewhere a ‘count’ is made of the number
of foreigners in the bucket: if bumping leaves no records
of type foreign in the bucket, that bucket has to be de
linked from the foreigner chain and the bucket pointers
set to zero. If more than one foreigner existed before
bumping, the links on the last bucket of the home bucket
chain are left unaltered.
4.0 PROBLEMS WITH BUMPING PROCEDURES
The bumping procedure used in this strategy is
responsible for a _ vexing deficiency of the system,
namely, that insertion can lead to a very large number
of probes. For example, Figure 5 indicates a situation
which, albeit only remotely probable, requires a large
sequence of probes following a single insertion.
To insert a record of home bucket 1: we can not fit it
in bucket number 1 which is full so follow overflow
pointer to bucket number 4: 4 is full so follow pointer to
bucket number 5: 5 is full and its pointer is used by
records type 2 so we can not pass the type 1 down fur
ther: it must go into 5. Therefore bump a type 2 from
5

Random Access Files
Home
Bucket
Pointer

Overflow
Pointer

Home
Bucket
Pointer

Bucket
Number

Overflow
Pointer

Vacant

Vacant

Note: Only transformed key values are shown.
5a) State before insertion of a Record of Home Bucket 1

5b) Final State

Figure 5: A problem with the two pointer per bucket format when a Type 1 record is inserted.

five, and insert a type 1. The bumped type 2 is passed
by 5’s pointer to 6. But 6 is full and its pointer is used
by 3, therefore the type 2 must go in 6. So bump a type
3 from 6, and insert the type 2. The bumped type 3
passed by pointer to 4, must go in 4 so bump a type 1
etc. Altogether, over 13 reads and writes are needed
before the insertion of the one record is completed:
such a long maximum response time might be unaccept
able in some environments.
In addition, care must be taken to ensure that no
chain loops on itself which might occur during bumping
of a ‘foreigner’ if the free space found for placement of
the bumped record is already on a chain of records being
used by records of type ‘foreigner’, Figure 6.

Bucket
Number

1
2
3
4
5
6

2
3

2
3

2
3

Record to
ybe bumped
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3 X
3
Spare space found by A
space-finding routine/

Home
Bucket
Pointer

Overflow
Pointer

3
3

6
3

3

2

Figure 6: The possibility of a loop must be avoided.

If a 2 type record is added a 3 type record must be
bumped. If the free space X were selected for placement
of the bumped record and if the chain links out of 2
were formed normally, as shown ringed, an endless loop
of records would result! The insertion routines therefore
ensure that no space is doubly linked in this way.
Code which details the algorithms for addition and
deletion of records organised with two chain pointers
per record is given in the Appendix A.
5.0 FILE PERFORMANCE
Simulation studies show that the two pointer per
bucket format random access file performs nearly the
same in all aspects as the single pointer per record

format reported previously (Montgomery, 1972). The
performance curves are presented in Appendix B.
6.0 SEARCHING FOR SPARE SPACE
The method used by FINDMORE, and by FIND
MORE in the previous article, for finding spare space
during insertion is the conventional one of stepping
through the file space in a pseudo-random manner,
starting in the home cylinder. The reader may well ask
why a free space list or a bit map of buckets containing
spare space is not a superior technique. It is after all
the read probes required to add records which is the
worst aspect of the file performance e.g. adding a record
to a file loaded to a packing density of 0.95 and having
2 records per bucket requires an average of 9 probes,
about five times the number of probes required for any
other addition, deletion or retrieval process under similar
conditions.
6.1 Free space list organization
If a list of spare space within each cylinder were
maintained then, for each inseration of a record in a
new cylinder, the head of spare space chain record,
which would be stored in a bucket within the cylinder,
would need to be read, and if a bucket is filled, written.
Each time a deletion took place which freed a space in a
previously full bucket the available space would need to
be linked into the spare space list: this linking would
require that the bucket containing the head of the spare
space list be written back when records on a new
cylinder were sought. Thus for each insertion in a new
cylinder and for each deletion freeing space in a new
bucket one extra bucket read and one bucket write
would be required. At worst, two probes would be
required for each insertion and two for each deletion.
Thus the insertion performance (average 9 probes to
find space for conventional organization) is improved at
the expense of the deletion performance (no probes
required to return space). There is however an additional
difficulty: if during an insertion space is found per
chance in the home, or some other, bucket and if the
insertion results in filling the bucket, a messy procedure
of retracing the spare space chain and delinking the
space found will be needed and this will markedly de
grade the insertion performance.
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6.2 Free space bit map
An alternative to a free space list is to maintain a
free space bit map in the first bucket of each cylinder.
One bit per bucket of space in the cylinder: the bit is set
if space is available. A typical cylinder would hold from
20 to 200 buckets so that a bucket bit map would be
accommodated within 1 record-space in most cases.
Other than the computationally tiresome job of deter
mining which bit to change, this alternative presents no
difficulties. When an insertion is to be actioned in a
cylinder and space for the insertion is required the bit
map is read into core and interrogated word by word
and then bit 'by bit until the space is found. The map
would need to be re-written once processing focussed
on a different cylinder. Similarly if a deletion made
space available in a previously full bucket the bit map
would need to be read, updated and re-written when
a new cylinder was sought.
All things considered the bit map would provide the
most efficient combination of performances from the
point of view of both space and time but the effects
upon performance are not reported here.
7.0 USING THE RESULTS
The results of Appendix B may be used to choose
an optimum random access design by substitution in
the relationship
tav - S,v(Nr+Nd+Na + Nd) +
Tj(4-+f)[(N„+Nu)E„+NAEAR+NDEDR]+
[Nu+NJEaw+NdEdw^
tnv = Total mean elapsed processing time
Snv = Average Head Movement time for file
T = Disc Device Revolution Time
f = Fraction of a track on which a bucket resides
Nr = Number of Retrieval transactions
Er = Mean number of buckets read per retrieval
Na = Number of Addition transactions
Ear = Mean number of buckets read per addition
EAw = „
„
„
„
written „
N„ = Number of Deletion transactions
Edr = Mean number of buckets read per deletion
EW = „
„
„
„
written „
N„ = Number of Update Transactions
The derivation of this relationship is given in Mont
gomery (Montgomery, 1972).
Appendix C contains the detailed design for a file
of 3500 variable length records of 760 characters
resident on a CDC 854 disc device loaded to a target
packaging density of 0.8 and repeats the calculation
for the same file resident on the CDC 842 disc system
which is comparable with the IBM 3330 drive. The
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files are subjected to 1500 updates, 1500 additions,
1500 deletions and 8000 retrievals in the period of
interest.
The results show that for the CDC 854 disc the
bucket size which minimises the file processing time is
RPB=2 which is precisely the same result found in
the previous paper. If only retrieval and update trans
actions are applied the optimum is achieved at bucket
size RPB=1. In general the higher the proportion of
addition transactions the larger the bucket size which
minimises processing time: this is because the number
of probes required per addition is an order of mag
nitude higher than the number of probes required for
any other activity so that the term NAEAR(2+f)T gener
ally decreases as RPB increases whereas the factor
(NR+Nu)(i+f)ERT increases for increase of RPB.
RPB
NAEABa+f)T
ER(NR+Nn)(i+f)T
1
146
252
2
102
260
3
105
302
4
108
346
5
102
388
The results for the CDC 842 disc show a minimum
elapsed time value at bucket size RPB=5. The elapsed
time is, incidentally, less than one third of the value
for the same process on the CDC 854 device.
If only retrieval and update transactions are applied
the optimum is achieved at bucket size RPB=2
RPB
ErU+ATCNu+Nk)
1
129
2
123 <- MINIMUM
124
3
4
130
133
5
Overall the calculations presented in Appendix C
illustrate the general finding that for hash addressed
random access files a bucket size small compared with
a track is to be preferred, even if the proportion of
addition transactions is quite large. As the proportion
of addition transactions increases the bucket size should
also be increased but only in extraordinary circum
stances would the optimum bucket size be as large as
a track.
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Appendix A
NF
PI

poumemt

P•'LItTMFS I'Srr OY TMSEi-’T Amo OF|'ftE
M ) Rn (nnCKETUiiMOFR,
». IF F r P m 1 f r' p r p ) QEAOS A OFSI r,N A TEH
HI.ICKET INTO A Co^F PJjFrpp.
(2) WR (K!IFFf:r.'MiMp<r P # PUC Krill' II'PTR 1 WRITES FROM A CORE BUFFER
t[i A designated bucket,
f 3 ) hni-ERMC !< ( TitFrrn^iU'nri;, R=-rporg(jHpEP) RFTMPMP A M INTEGER
nF.FlMTf.iG THE HOME r>'»c'<F'T Nl'Mnrp nF THE DESIGNATED PFCOpi?,
THIS PPUT T ME Tflr.n&cnRATES A HASHING ROUTINE APPRnPRI ATF TO
THE KEY V A t. U F. DISTRIBUTION Am" KF Y L^XTH* NOTE THAT
homeomck nr a record with 7Ei»d ^ry jr 7.zan,
f 'DOF! l‘WPTp c 3nFrr'’i.iM[.tr'Xp J »rTnof,i- Tnr BUCKET MMMPF.R CONTAINED
THT C5VE»F*Lnw pniwTEP OF TMpnCnET CURRENTLY tn ruFfer
n'IFFE,5Mif«r’FR.
(5) FTNrMiri'X fMn"F3MCFFTMU'-tnrf’) r^jOS MORF SPACE IN tHf
wDMCCYL I^'OER RY I’PnRIMr, A T pnr t: py LOCATIONS p 01 Xj n p Y Ann I MG
RA*>• p0n IMC!-'E!TNTS TP TWE V!ASF ApratSS. HGI'“RllPKFT NIU'PFP,
( a )mnl'i:peca Mfp/frc a record rpm* "sturE" tp "RrcnRP"
(7) no v F RFC 1 Cl,,lFFr»tji.N.<nrR, pFC f'BP'IUupER ) MOvFS THE RFrpRn OF
INSERTION FRP'■< A GI nhA|. RtCPon ST PR A P-F • Af?FA ”RF.'cr>RQ” Tn THE
P F S I G M A T E P I’MSITTOf: IN A !UTF7e.,
(A) NflVEUEC2 t f-'ilFFrn^iiMPrR , R c C P a P >lli" PF R ) MOVFS THF PFSTGUATFP
RFCDpn Tn a t^'IrPRArv c-lohai »F(;naj rTORFAOE area "STnpE"
fO) MnvFRr.C.3 !■'Mirt'FRU'J*-SEi'f» RFC P° IV UU'PE R I i40\iF S THE RFCPrtP T M
"SHIRF" TU THF NFS I G.KiATFP PPGlTTrM,
rip) uovERFc f FiMlN.aiTFFRr FRrU'PFrnRn. TOruFFFB, TPRECOPP)
uUv.ES A RFri'iRn rO'li.i {INF P F_ s T r, m A Tr p pnSITTn’-J TP ANOTHER,
Ml) '•'pY/run (‘MifFr-fM'iUNart-, prrpRrnuMREfn sets T"E *Fy ftfi.O
nr TuF PE? TGU -1TEO iXcnrn 7p 7rpp MN EFFECT TT nrLETES THF
REcnh'n)
M.2) Ti-.ANS (ivTv ani'f.-RSS 7 RETURNS ah INTEGER WHICH IS THr
u n, ’ g 11 (* x r T nr IuF ^rY (•‘•N-HCH Ts nr ^ | F N ft T M DEFINED El. SFWHERF)
TUC start rtf MiiTfi-i Tg inpATFn at T,t F n E s T G N A T F P APPoFFs.
f 13) '' F C; iA T E f r T r?T^EYA pnlXSS ■ SRC INnKE Y A PPRF S S ) PfTllRNS A
'’PULEA:••. T’MiF IF THF T^P PLSTGNATFn KpYs ARE TCFNiTKALt
MAT i-'^y (!!i..il-TFo\N(|'PE° » »F.C nR'H punpR > RFT"RMs THr ST ART flPPPF.SS
nr ThF PFSTA'jATfp kFy,
nis)Hni,.rR‘iri-.RTPrpNrrERNnt.'Hcnt returns thr value nr tix pncfFT
NiU'E-rp CONrHTl.Tn Tv THF Ui'tnF H' T k tt PPTmTFP Pf THR RIIC^FT
CUf; RF’-’Tl.. Y iw RIIFFPR fN IF F F Hw U « R r R ,
f ! f ) Vi n l F H u f h pr ;o j f T Ut! U FF F R Ni iM R F R , Fp
H l| C K E T f>' 11M13 E P T SFyS THF H P ►* F
HUCKET Pnt-JTF.I? nr T^E PMC** FT T CLRDEnT|V In GIJffFr T fl P11F F F P I N.< p FR
TO Hill I.> TU r .<!irvrTMt'Mnrc? CnMyATUrr; 1^ F R 0 M R U C r F T M U U R F R ,
C 17 }‘1FL 0
U T.rtniiFrLB'UlMMFP , rFfiHPijC^FTNil'iBEu > Sr TS Twr
nvERri.fivi n .'TriTPo nr T»F a 11 r K F T (-''phEkiTlY tU RUFFfK
TC[iUFrFPNU|.-|-ER TO UPLP THf. p:irkF▼ 'UU'nER COMtMNFP TN
r':r>M|5iir. wet •’U’UXR!
C0U»»E»T
rut RHu TIMES f 1 ) T 0 ( 1 7 ' A L L n i-i rU£ Th<5FPT AND nFLETF ROUTINES TO
nK usrn pn FI yFn LFf:GTv- PErn»r,S maVINR KFY, nATA ANO POINTER
r lt:LD<3 of ANY C'|NVF"IF'T length am!? n R«»A NI Z A T T 0 N ,
THF
HlluREP OF RECOPnS RFR W11CKFT(RS ) wOUl 0 BE CHOSEN TO SATISFY
ANY DFSIPEO pCnrCVn ft NC F CRTTE'MpM, • f MINI “1 l.l M PROCESSING
T I'' F. , MINT mum sracr> uiniU'.iii tpyal Cost ftc.yj
PROCEDURE INSERT C V)J
integer V?
P F G1 N
COMMENT
IUSE»T$ ft RErUkD OF un>»Fft|?nRE$s V, riXFS RUHIR], NR,K ■ AVr*
ALL POINTERS, 7Ff-PE^ AND SFTS ‘,RO,wwR WHICH SHOW NHMPFRS OF
PE An AMO WRTTF PRnpES, USING RPllTI*!FS PO(-) ANn WP(-3,
MAY
USE FI NOft'ORF TO PTf-jO A BUCKET
T T H SPACF,
ASSUMES FTnOMDRF
i.'SEO RDC-.J ano LEAVES BUCKET FOUND IN ALTBllFF#
T P Y , R 0 0 K. T R A c F» P n T N T , N E W L IN K,
LAREL
FOU C'W, COUNT , LE A VFLI K'K *
LA*£L BiiHPoi-je, V!ai K r
LARLL FUl.lJ:.RROR*
INTEGER
IUTEfiEW
boolean

EMTFRS WITH a = V = HOME BUCKET OF RECORD TP Rr INSFRTEO*
VL > n2» P > H 1, J.l, nf;
SPAPF.J*
income:
vl*-g<-trams(V) ;
FUFF «. \i
ALTPUFF <• 71
I NC0RE '«• FA1..5F ;

TRY;

OFLOWPTR1CRUFF»RP);
H0MEBUC*PTIU<PUFF#B1);
GO TO COUNT*

END >
enp;
CPMMENT

NORMAL EXIT SHOWS BUCKET FUU OF HOMERS SO HE CANT RUMP *
N F W L IN K «
IF HOMEfi'iCKDTP<BUFF)*R

RFGIM

them

PFIPWPTP1(RUFF* R?)*

HC1MERUCKPTR1 fPUrE»R)»
HR IPUFF.VD*

END;

FPLinws
VL *• B25
iujff*(if rmff=i THEN 2 Fl.SF 1)J
ALTRtlFF*-( IF Al.TOl'FF = 1 THFN 2 FLSE 1
GO TO TRY!

CPMMENT

NOW FOR CASF WHERF POInTfR EXISTS,

)J

IS TT FOR PEf.OROS OF TYPF

CPMMENT
HI TO THE BUCKET USING V|. FOP 0/FLOWJ
Pn 11'iT S

pi ♦

COMMENT

homebuckrtbcbuff):

IF THIS IS THE HOME BUCKET PF THE INSERTION* Ffll LOW OOWN THF

CHAIN*

JF H1

= R THFM GO TO FnL L□W *

PUMpPNE!
C p SI si E N T
M MUST »E A FOPFTGMFR In VI » SO ROOT H.TM OUT*
J <• nF <• n;
cnuMT!
COMMENT
FINO THE POSITION (IF THE LAST SUCH FOREIGNER*
FOR J <• J + 1 STEP i UNTIL BS 00
BEGIN
JF M ri M E B H c K (P11F F, J > = R1

THEN

BEGIN
J J <■ J *
,nF
NF + 5 1
END}
c t.j n;
unVERECR fBUFF»JJ)>
COMMENT
OOP

our REcnpn TM THE LAST
movereci (bufV,.ij)*

POSITION*

CONK ENT
IF ONLY 1 SUCH FOREIGNER ExTSTFD ANO HAS BEEN RUMPED
RELIf-.Dt.IISH CHAIN POINTERS*
IF NF = 1 THEN
begin

J«-OFLOWPTR(RllFF) *
IF HOMEBUCKPTR CpUFF ) = PI THEN
BEGIN
0FL0WPTR1 (BliFF.O*
homfuuckptri CBIJFF,0)1
ELSE
J <•' 0 * ,

END;
ViR (BUFF, VL) *
IF tjf > 1 THEN GO TO LEAVEIINKI
comment

walk:'
comment

IF TMCORF THEM IV'CORE ♦ FALSE ELSE RO {VL.PUFDI
COMMENT

(Bdef.j);

SET HOMERUCKFT POINTER FROM PVFRFLPWING BUCKET TO HOMEBUCKET
OF ITEM OVERFLOWING*
IF hoheruckptpcbuffJ^bi THFN

END

comment

l;

hqmebuck

MUST NOW DIVERT THE LINK IN PI CHAIN WHICH POINTS AT
POINT AT THE BUCKET PREVIOUSLY POINTED TO BY V|.» I.E,
V
SET B = HOME 0UCKFT OF FOREIGNER*

TRACE 1
SCAN BUCKET SEEKING PPC1M:
SPACEJ «■ 0*
FOR J*i STEP 1 UNTIL PS 00
IF KEVCBIJFF».J) =0 THEN

b

BEGIN

BEGIN
«• j:
GO TO ROOM;

8 <• OFLOWPTR (PUFE)*
GO TO TPACEJ

spacej

End:
COMMENT

<• pi;
RO (R.BUFF);
IF OFLCIWPTR (PUFF) * VL THEN

END J
comment

FOLLOW DOWN THE CHAIN FROM THIS HOME BUCKET TO FIND )
POINTING AT V|., IF B1 WAS USING THE POINTERS IN VL THEN
POINT THIS RUCKET TO LINK INTO THE CHAIN PAST VL
HOWEVER IF THF POINTERS IN VL WERE IN USE RY SOME OTHER CHAIN
THEN WE MUST END THE Bl CHAIN TN THE RllCKET WE HAVE FOUND
I.E, WE ZERO BOTH POINTERS,
J IS ZERO IE THIS IS NECESSARY
OFloWPTRl (RUFF»J)f
IF J * 0 THEN HOMERUCKPTRl (BUFF»0)r
WR CaUFF*R)»

OOFS A POINTER EXIST*

F2eOFLOHPTR(PUFF);
JF 02 * 0 T^eM GO TO POTNTJ
POINTER NOT SCT SO MUST LOO* FOR SOME SPACErELSEWHERF;
B2 <• FINDMORE^VL)!
jF B? = 0 THfN
GO TO FULLEPRPr;
INCORE *■ TRl'E*-

LEAVELINKj
COMMENT

ARE V'E IN.‘THE komfbucketj
IF R * VI. THEM GP TO NEWLIMK *

SET VL = BUCKET PPEVTOUSLY POINTED TO BY POINTER OF VL*
VL
82J

e «• nil

B BELONGS IN VL» SO IF THERE IS A FOREIGNER WE WILL REMOVE IT
J
FOR J f 1 STEP 1 UNTIL RS 00

SET B TO THE BUCKET PREVIOUSLY POINTED TO RY THE HOME BUCKET
POINTER OF VL I.F. TO
THE HOME BUCKET. OE THE FOREIGNER WE HAVE BijMPED AND My$T NOW
ACCOMMODATE*
•M0VEREC4J

BEGIN
IF HOMERUCK CRUFF.J) W VL THEN
BEGIN
COMMENT
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incite indicates that the next record rn be read is already
PRESENT IN ALTB'.TF AMD INSTEAD DF PEADING IT WE ONLY NEED TO
INTERCHANGE HIIEE AND ALTgUFF THUS MAKING THE RECORD AVAILABLE
i
IE INCORE THEN

Appendix B

rt?

BEGIN
PUFF «■ IF RITE =.i then
Al.TRt.lFF *■ IF AlTruFF * 1

s

else-t ;
THEN . ? ELSE 1

U'i
i 'I
*ii

t

j

END J
go

as

to,try;

ROOM*
M0VF.REC1 (RUFF.
i-p (RUFF,-vl){

spacej);

'

.
END INSERT.
PROCEDURE
DELFTE (DELKEY)*
integer
delkey;

ehllerrgr s

I.'!

begin

LABEL

peadnext, emdchain , DONE,
SUCM,
p'RITEROTH .athoNe

integer
integer
integer

JS

recfoiind.

;

notathome.

writepne

f?tf
ljI
I I h
I 1 *'
■.■■I

ccS
CTO

'

vl.mfxtr.bj

Jl*

PENULTJ. LAST*' , POINtRiiC^ET, POINTJ. JSUCK, NFl
RUFF «■ 1)

' f ii
Oil

AI.TOUFF *■

VL <• 8 *■

! i'1

j

tRANS(DELKEY)i

I I1 1

CCO
Oo

READNEXT!
Jl «• 0 I
pn (VL.RUFF);
FENHLTJ * L AST J <• 0*
I- EXTR <• 0 ;
fnR j «. i step l until R? no

i i
1

b- o

BEGIN
IF KfOuATE(DCLKEY.KEYCRUFF.J))
IHrsi Jl «. J ;
IF HnMEnnCKCPHFF»J ) » P THEN
BEGIN
PENULTJ *• L.ASTj;
LASTJ * J l

END?
end;

IE .11 * 0 THEN on TO RECE01!MD*
If* MrjMFO'ICKpTR (BUFF) * B THEN
(-0 to enocmaim;
ROIHTJ «• LAST.U
pr>iktChiCkpit
vL;
vi. «• nri.nupTP c Puff)»
B'lFF <•

(IF Rl'Ff

aLT^FF

fin

P'OCHATMt

td

=

1

X

THEN 2 ELSE 1)J

*■ (IE Al-TflljEE = 1

r?EAnMEyt;

M—.----

THEN 2 ELSE D»

5---

^PPET=3

. x— -

_

r----RPB=To

HETlli;'M HtCORD HOT. FOUND CONDITION*

r,n rn

done;

0.5D0

RFCrOUHHf

'■ELFTEDCTATLS (RUFF* J1.’>
lE '.'I. «?< THEN OH TO ATHOf'E

>

MOT A THOi'.E:

0.G50

0.700

0.750

0.800

PRCKJNG DENSITY

0.8S0

PD

0.900

0.950

I.000

B1

IT c'FNlll.TJ *0 THEM On TD wOTTEONE)
IE HniiEaUCKPTPCPNEF)
= R
TH^N

BEGIN

c.‘ E L 0 •*: P T n t ( A |. TBHFF» On.O'-'PTO (ill IFF) 1 }
D E L n ‘1P T R 1 (RlTF*0)»
NnMEiUJCK’PTRl (PUFF, 0);
ELSE

FMD

HEGIN

liE| O’TTRJ (ALTPHEF.O);
pnMF !UlC^!’TR 1. ( ALTRUFF , 0 ) I

F. N it;
’•sEXTH «• Pfl T NTn 1)C K ET 5
1.0 Tn i-PITEOfTH;
ATHUME«
I.'FXTU «• Dn.nwPTR (WF)I
I E hn;-iEn11(>kPTR {BUFF) * P THEN

GO T'i i-ipiteomf;

j S i ! C K «• NE <• n;

S"CK j

X
cci 'nS
uj

nn f:EXTR* A] TBUFFII
Flip J *■ 1

STEp

1

UNTIL PS DO

OF'*,IN

Ir

HOHERNCK ULTBHFE.J) = 8 THEN

!>EGIN

'*

IE .(SUCK = 0 THEN JSllCK *■ ,it

V~ *■ NF + 1 '

FN'l ;

«

END;
l-’n'fFnEC (ALTRiiFF* JSiiCK* RITE. Jl)l
E Y 7 F R 0 (ALTRITE, JSnCKl;
ir Ml* > 1
THEN on TO WPITFBOTHJ
]f HOMEnilCKRT0 (ALTRlTF> * « THEN

gs

JiPB=2

OEr, J u

HniirnijCKpTPI

(bitf.O)I

v

rjFL'V-iPTFM (&ITF.O) l
iUi Tn WPITEROTH;

END
REftjN

else

^^P6=3 *

IlFLOMPTRI (RHFF.nFLOWPTR CAi TflUFF))!
1'nEi’JiJCMotR1 ( ALTRljEF, {)) J
PEI. OUPTRl(Al.TpllEE.0);

v

F m [);
WPITEROTH:

Yn (ALTOHF F » ME XTP)I
WPITEONEJ

1'P (PUFF.Vt.)j

Dhue {
END

DELETE

Rpe^cr'c

R n l.l TIM E 5

0.700

0.750

• 0.8DQ

PACKING DENSITY

PD

B2
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" rs"

'

i .

uj«-

I

*.*'* ,-f*
~-fiF&=l

^>J
£3

’ 1

' // / *
s / r I

RMkT”
'''

'

/

</

RPB=S
uj^.

:

r'

i"*

,^*PB=2
BPR=10

^P8'=3
RPB=5''

„.£PB=ltf

?&=;
0.600

0.650

0.700

0.750

0.800

PACKING DENSITY

0.8S0

0.900

0*950

J 000

0.600

0.650

PD

B3

0.700

0.750

0.800

PACKING DENSITY

0.850

PD

0.900

0.950

1.000

B5

APPENDIX C
RS

=
Nr
=
Nu
=
Na
=
Nd
=
Nr
=
TPD =
*(variable

FILE PARAMETERS
Record Size
= 760 characters*
Number ofRetrieves
= 8000
„
„ Updates
= 1500
„
„ Additions
= 1500
„
„ Deletions
= 1500
„
„ Records
= 3500
Target Packing Zensity =
0.8
length)

gg
UJ " “

X „-

ccp
qH

.-XT''

„_£PB=r
„->r

CD

I h"”

°8

--r"'

^ J1B8=2 *

a8

SS
SPT
T
TPC

ROH
BOH
RPB
[x]+

RP8M0

M-

SPB
NB
0.600

0.650

0.700

0.750

0.800

PACKING DENSITY

B4

10

0.850

PD

0.900

0.950

I.000

BPC

=
=
=
=

HARDWARE PARAMETERS
CDC 854 CDC 842
Sector Size
256 644 characters
Sectors/Track
16 24
Revolution Time
25
16.667 m.sec,
Tracks per cylinder
10
10
Number of cylinders 200 404
SOFTWARE CHARACTERISTICS
Record Overhead
4
Block Overhead
8
Bucket Size = BOH -f RPB (ROH+RS)
integer > x
integer < x
TBS
Sectors/Bucket
SS
NR
TPDxRPBj
TPCxSPT
Buckets/Cylinder =
SPB
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(The extra one is for a general overflow area: the relation
ship assumes the operating system allocates space in
whole cylinders).
15
14
13
7
9
10
11
12
8
E1=
APD Er (Nr+Nu) Ear NaEar Edr
NdEDr
Sx(*+f)T
9+11 + 13 1
*Er
222
22,820
2,420
.768 1.405 13,350 4.7 7,050 1.613
191
18,335
2,265
.766 1.25
11,870 2.8 4,200 1.513
192
17,230
.787 1.18
11,120 2.6 3,900 1.4766 2,210
196
16,675
2,175
.800 1.165 11,050 2.3 3,450 1.45
192
15,388
.766 1.12
10,630 1.8 2,700 1.3734 2,058
213
15,355
2,065
.786 1.115 10,590 1.8 2,700 1.38
218
14,970
1,980
.768 1.1
10,440 1.7 2,550 1.32
232
13,960
.768 1.063 10,100 1.3 1,950 1.2734 1,910

Number of Cylinders in File =
3
f

4
BPC

5
NB

.0835
.125
.167
.208
.25
.333
.375
.5

228
152
114
91
76
57
50
38

4,375 21
2,185 16
1,458 14
1,092 13
874 13
728 14
624 14
438 13

1
2
RPB SPB
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10

2
3
4
5
6
8
9
12

1
RPB

2
SPB

16
Sav

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
10

2
3
4
5
6
8
9
12

10.8
10.6
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5

17
E X Say
2
135
133
131
131
131
131
131
131

6
W

~ N B ~|+
BPC

20
Edw

23
2=19+
3 21+22
6,875
1,500
7,240
1,500
5,965
1,500
5,825
1,500
5,450
1,500
5,430
1,500
5,310
1,500
5,112
1,500
Nu = 1500
Nr = 8000
Na = 1500
No = 1500

21
NdEdw

18
Eaw

19
NaEaw

2.05
1.75
1.61
1.53
1.35
1.34
1.28
1.18

1.54
2,305
3,070
2,120
2,620
1.415
1.37
2,050
2,415
1.35
2,025
2,300
1,930
2,020
1.29
2,010
1.28
1,920
1.26
1,920
1,890
1.23
1,842
1,770
Number of updates
Number of retrievals
Number of additions
Number of deletions

22
Nu

=
=
=
=

25
24
ExT E=15+17+24
3
i
114
471
444
120
422
99
423
97
414 Minimum
91
434
90
437
88
448
85

S2= 12,500
File design tor CDC 842

1 2
3
RPB SPB f
1
2
3
4
5

4
6
9
12
15

2
1
RPB SPB
1
2
3
4
5

4
BPC

.25
40
.375 26
.574 17
13
.75
.937 10

5
NB

6
W

7
APD

4375
2188
1479
1097
875

111
86
87
86
89

.796
.792
.798
.792
.795

12
8
9
10
11
Er (Nr+Nu) Ear NaEar Edr
*Er
1 .415 13,420 5.2 7,800 1.64
1 .25 11,880 3.1 4,650 1.547
1 .185 11,250 2.6 3,900 1.487
1 .165 11,050 2.3 3,450 1.45
1 .14 10,820 1.9 2,850 1.413

18
19
20
21
22
Eaw NaEaw Edw NdEdw Nu

4 2.1
6
1.82
1.64
9
12
1.53
15
1.42
CDC 854

3,150
2,730
2,460
2,300
2,130

1.55
1.44
1.38
1.35
1.315

2,324
2,162
2,075
2,025
1,974

1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500
1,500

23
E=
19+21+22
6,974
6,392
6,035
5,825
5,604

13
NdEdr
2,460
2,320
2,225
2,175
2,120

15
14
E,= Sx(i+f)T
9+11 + 13 i
444
23,680
412
18,850
466
17,375
521
16,675
568
15,790

16
Sav

17
Ex Sj

67.7
66.5
66.6
66.5
66.7

846
832
833
832
834

=
=

1500
8000

15+17+24 Number of additions= Na =
174 1,464 Number of deletions = Nd =
160 1,404 Minimum
E2 =
151 1,450
146 1,499
140 1,542

1500
1500

25 Number of updates
= Nu
E= Number of retrievals = Nr

24
SxT

12,500

File design for CDC 854

APD = Actual packing density =
NR
(W-l) X BPC x RPB
If the head movement characteristic is given by t = a + bx
where t is the time taken and x is the number of cylinders
moved then
Sav =

W-l
W2-l
w U + b 3W
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APPROXIMATE HEAD MOVEMENT
PARAMETERS
CDC 842

CDC 854
a
b

10

25
.55

milliseconds
.1111 milliseconds/track
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A Student Programming CMI System
on an ICL 1904A
By I. Fris* and A.G. Smith**

A CMI system applied to the teaching of undergraduate programming courses is described.
The system consists of program modules controlled by a main program written in the
PLAN 3 assembler language which makes use of ICL’s range compatible trusted facility.
The system utilizes manufacturer-supplied compilers, and although it is specifically applied
to the teaching of FORTRAN, it may be used equally well in the teaching of any language
for which there is a compiler.

Introduction
The role of the computer in test reporting and
teaching diagnostics has been recognised for many
years. Programs such as those reported by Groves
(1967) and Smith (1972) are now standard at many
tertiary institutions. A more recent innovation in the
use of computers in teaching and assessment has been
that of “grader” programs and computer-managed
instruction (CMI) systems in the teaching of student
programming courses. Previous papers have described
CMI or grader systems for ALGOL (Forsythe and
Wirth, 1965; Berry, 1966), PL/1 (Temperly and Smith,
1967), or FORTRAN (Oppenheimer, 1971; Whitehouse, 1972). The present paper describes a CMI
system which is applied to FORTRAN but which is
capable of adaption to other programming languages.
The system is known as FOBOS. It is implemented
on an ICL 1904A computer with 64K of core
(IK = 1024 24-bit words), although FOBOS itself
requires only slightly more than 18K of core using one
of the largest manufacturer-supplied FORTRAN IV
compilers. The overlaid compiler XFAT Mark 4C
implementing a level of FORTRAN equivalent to IBM
H-level, is used. FOBOS is a batch oriented single
purpose operating system which processes a batch of
FORTRAN programs. In the system as described
here, a record is kept of each job in the batch; data
is supplied by supervisory routines to the student
algorithm proffered as solution to an exercise. His
success or otherwise is monitored and recorded in a
student file held on disc.
It is incidental that FOBOS was implemented for
FORTRAN, and no special feature of FORTRAN is
used as part of the system, except for communication
between student and supervisory routines through
COMMON, as described below. The programs need
not be student algorithms; the system can be used as
a fast compilation/limited-execution test of a batch of
programs with limited peripheral use and storage
requirements, written by any users.
Purposes
There were a number of reasons for the design of
FOBOS. Probably the most important was the need

for a flexible computer-managed exercise system, i.e.
a system which not only compiles and executes pro
grams, but also indicates whether the solution is
correct and keeps a record of what was done. Thus
FOBOS became a full CMI system rather than a
simple batch processor for student jobs because it was
found that students are often content to see their
program compile free of errors and to reach a result,
regardless of its accuracy. Our experience in this
respect parallels that of Oppenheimer (1971, p. 444).
Secondary but still important reasons were the need
to economise on processing time and the belief that
many system cards which are normally required,
seriously complicate the running of student jobs. They
are not part of the language and thus vary consider
ably from system to system. It is time consuming and
unproductive to teach them properly. Moreover, prac
tical experience showed that frequent failure on the
part of the students to include all the mandatory
system cards resulted in the rejection of the entire
batch. On the other hand it was considered advan
tageous to be able to use the normal Fortran compiler
instead of some simplified version of it as there are
enough aribtrary restrictions in FORTRAN already.
The main requirements in building the FOBOS
system were therefore seen to be:
(a) Stability—in the sense that any error in one pro
gram should not influence the running of any other
program in the batch;
(b) availability of full FORTRAN IV facilities by
utilizing manufacturer-supplied compilers — there
were two reasons for desiring this feature: first, a
special compiler did not have to be written; and
second, the present writers do not agree with those
who argue for the teaching of restricted versions
of languages; in our experience the conversion
from a simplified student language to the full
facilities of a language such as FORTRAN is
almost as ‘painful’ as learning the full language
initially, so that the use of a normal compiler was
considered desirable, even at the possible cost of
some loss of efficiency in compiling student
programs;
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(c) flexibility and modularity — the intention was to
write in assembler language, a core module consist
ing of ‘distilled’ parts of the normal operating system
in such a way that the various phases of compilation
and execution would not cause changes (or at least
major changes) to the in core system each time a
new problem arose; the remainder of the system has
developed as modules written in a higher level
language — FORTRAN in this case — and these
modules may be changed in core as often as
necessary.
The end result is a system which may be used for
almost any kind of programming exercise, the only
restriction being the fixed core size. The current core
size limit of 18K for the object program is (arbitrarily)
determined by the size of the (FORTRAN) compiler
used and this limit can be increased, or decreased if
another compiler is used. The FOBOS control module
occupies an additional 832 words in its present version,
or 960 in its input-offlined version.
The Use of FOBOS
1. From the point of view of the course tutor the
day-to-day running of FOBOS is very simple. Because
the system is very “stable” there is no need to check
individual jobs, and they can be batched together as they
are submitted. Such a deck is followed by a single JOBEND card and preceded by one to seven control cards
which do not change during the course. (For a
description of these see Appendix).
Once only, before the first run, a utility program is
run to set the student file; then, if the CMI option is to
be utilized, criterion subroutines for each exercise must
be written and saved on a library file: standard utilities
are used for that.
2. From the point of view of the student the use of
FOBOS is even simpler. There is a single compulsory
non-FORTRAN card for each job, namely the job-card
specifying the student name, the exercise and optionally
some additional information which can be useful, for
example:
JOB Q5A. B. JONES, EXERCISE 5, MAY 1973
Only the first four characters (JOB blank) are checked
for validity by FOBOS. The rest may be checked by the
tutor-supplied supervisory modules. The job card is
recorded for later analysis.
The student’s program begins with the mandatory
MASTER card, which is the ICL equivalent of the more
usual PROGRAM card. Any acceptable FORTRAN
program follows (within the limits of core allocation and
peripheral allocations), terminated by a FINISH state
ment. The program is (optionally) followed immediately
by data cards. When the program being run is an
algorithm for the solution of a prescribed exercise in the
course, the MASTER segment of the program (as
distinct from FUNCTION and SUBROUTINE seg
ments) must contain a COMMON declaration statement
defining vectors and arrays specified for the exercises
by the course tutor. The COMMON areas so defined are
used for communication of data between the student
program and supervisory routines.
When a student JOB card is encountered, the
FORTRAN compiler is loaded from disc and control
passed to it. The running of a job in the ICL system
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 1, March, 1974

consists of three phases: compilation, consolidation and
execution; as the splitting into two phases of the trans
lation of source program to object code is irrelevant for
the description of the system, the single term compilation
will refer to it.
The FOBOS system is able to communicate with the
compiler by making use of an ICL feature known as the
range compatible trusted facility. This facility enables
one to nominate certain programs as having “trusted”
status. A trusted program runs independently of any
operating system under the direct control of Executive.
A trusted program can set, within its program area, a
new datum/limit; “datum” is the hardware address
which will become address 0 in the program; “limit” is
the smallest address outside the program area. Any pro
gram within the datum/limit area becomes the program
under control (PUC). Any interrupt by PUC — for input
for example — returns control to the trusted program.
FOBOS is thus able to communicate with, and retain
control over, the compiling and execution of a batch of
programming exercises.
As a student program is being compiled, each time
the compiler asks for input a card is read and checked
by FOBOS to determine whether it is a JOB card; if not,
the card is passed over to the compiler which is allowed
to continue. An interrupt for printing is executed with
out checks at the compilation stage; any other interrupt
— for example a request for core allocation extension —
is treated as an error, and FOBOS searches for the next
JOB card. If the compiler reaches the FINISH card
without flagging errors, the object program which is left
in core after compilation, is entered.
It is possible to choose the entry point to the object
program, and it is this feature which allows a sophisti
cated CMI system to be built around FOBOS. The
normal entry point, entry 0, is the first executable state
ment following the MASTER card, but just as it is
possible to have multiple entry points to subroutines in
extended versions of FORTRAN IV, so it is possible in
this situation. The alternative entry used is a call to the
first of two supervisory subroutines. The purpose of
SUPERVISOR 1 is to pre-set data locations in
COMMON according to the requirements of the exercise
being attempted by the student. The name of the student
and the exercise he is attempting is recorded on the
JOB card preceding his program in a format prescribed
by sheets of instructions given to students on enrolment
in the course. A record of the JOB card is deposited
by FOBOS in a named COMMON block where it is
checked for validity regarding the name of the student
and the exercise he is attempting. If either data field can
not be located on a master list, the job is terminated. If
both fields are valid, a branch is made to a section of
SUPERVISOR 1 which can insert data in some of the
locations in the blank COMMON area set up by the
student’s MASTER segment according to the particular
exercise being attempted. A random number generator
is normally used to provide the data. Immediately prior
to passing control to the student program, the time is
recorded.
It is to be noted that because initial entry is to the
supervisory routine, no call to the subroutine is needed in
the student program, and the student programmer may
13
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*******************

FORTRAN

11

S/C

*******************

a

to

4C

DATF

30/07/73

TIME

17/16/40

Or.jECT

PROGRAM

FOR T

MASTER P1
COMMON 1(2)
N=I (1 )
J , KsO
00 11 IU1 , N
J=J + 1
K=K+J
I < 2) = K
STOp
end

SEGMENT,

LENGTH

00^3
END OF

01goodroy

COMPILATION By #XFAT UK

0013
001 4
0013
0016
0017
0018
ooiv
00<:u
oo«n
OOtt

END OF

job

48,

NAME

P1

FINISH
COMPILATION -

SUBFILE:

NO

ERRORS

6 BUCKETS

USED
FI

U>
PROBLEM 1 -- FIND N"Th TERM IN THE SERIES 1/3,6*10..,, N=1...1Q0
THE N-TH TERM REQUIRED *
8
AVAILABLE IN STORAGE LOCATION jd)

00

THE CORRECT ANSWER IS
36
YOUR ANSWER IS
36
YOUR ANSWER IS THEREFORE
CORRECT
YOUR ROUTINE TOOK APPROXIMATELY
0.018 SFCONDS
THE CRITERION ROUTINE TOOK ABOUT
0.002 SECONDS GIVEN

THE

SAME

DATA.

Figure 1: A successful student FORTRAN exercise on FOBOS.

remain ignorant of the existence of the routines at least
until his understanding of FORTRAN is sufficient for
him to appreciate how the system works.
In the instruction sheets given to each enrolling
student, full information is given regarding which data
locations are used with each exercise. For most of the
beginning exercises there is only one data item input,
but there may be a number of output locations which
must be correctly used if the exercise is to be correctly
assessed by the checking routine, SUPERVISOR 2. This
subroutine is also automatically entered when or if the
student program concludes without execution error. If
an execution error does occur, a tracing routine is
entered. SUPERVISOR 2 notes the time of entry; the
difference between this figure and that recorded in
SUPERVISOR 1 provides an approximate time for the
execution of the student algorithm. Communication
between the two subroutines is achieved through
locations in COMMbN not made available to the
student’s program. A branch is made to the appropriate
section of the subroutine, the appropriate data locations
are assessed and the correct solutions to the problem
calculated by routines written by the course tutor, and
the answer locations in the student’s program checked
for accuracy. If the answers tally exactly, an appropriate
message is printed along with two execution times, one
for the student’s routine and one for the tutor’s; the stu
14

dent is encouraged to re-run his program with amend
ments to attempt to improve his time. If the program
has not produced correct answers for the problem, as
much diagnostic information as possible is printed to
assist the student to track down the logical error in his
program; this includes the correct answer(s) to the
problem and the contents of the data locations in
COMMON where the student’s solutions should have
been stored. If required, the initial procedure — that is
SUPERVISOR 1 — may be re-entered and the whole
procedure repeated with different data. Such repetitions
are useful when one set of data cannot adequately check
the logic of a particular algorithm the student should
have written. It is this type of procedure which is used
by some grader programs such as that reported by
Temperly and Smith (1968).
The possible results of a student program are: failed
compilation, successful compilation but logical error on
run, successful compilation but execution error on run,
and completely successful run; regardless of which result
is achieved, the JOB card containing student name and
exercise attempted along with the coded outcome for the
run are recorded in a logging file for analysis at the end
of the batch of jobs. When the JOB END card is en
countered, FOBOS deletes itself from core by over
writing itself with the logging analysis program. This
program is written in a higher level language by the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. I, March, 1974
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6

FOR

JOn

FOBOS

TIME
6

.,03004005/

DEPARTMENT

14/50/13

107.022
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CHARGE

EDUCATION

END
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a

FRIS
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S

4.48

--N"

CHARGE

TEST

ONIY

ON

29/06/73

03004005

MILL

TIME

CHARGE

* i

107.022
4.48

Figure 2: Log of jobs processed in a FOBOS run.

course tutor to monitor the logging file and to update a
student file for a particular course. A different logging
program is likely to be needed for each separate course
taught, depending upon the logging data required by
the course tutor. There is an optional DEL card which
nominates this logging program included among the
options when FOBOS commences a run.
At the completion of a student program run, the
student has a full copy of the program he wrote, with
compilation diagnostics if these were appropriate. If his
program commenced execution but failed to complete
the run, he receives in addition to a statement of the
problem being attempted and a copy of the pre-set data,
a full tracing of up to 100 previous statements executed
and the error causing the failure. The tracing routine
is manufacturer-supplied as part of the FORTRAN
system, and is considered adequate for error tracing even
by students. Figure 1 shows an example of a student
program with successful output for a simple exercise.
At the end of a batch run, the course tutor receives
a list of the JOB cards run in the particular batch, along
with summary basic statistics for each job. At a glance
it is possible to tell which students are in fact attempting
the exercises, which are a compulsory part of the course,
and a superficial impression is given of the overall
success of students. Figure 2 illustrates this page of out
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. I, March, 1974

put. After a batch is completed, and the above logging
information printed, the program which has printed
the log updates a student file using as data the JOB cards
recorded on the logging file. On input the JOB cards
contained student name and the exercise being
attempted; since the JOB card is temporarily stored in
COMMON during the running of the student job, it is
possible to add to the vector of characters a coded
indication of the success or failure of the program. All
this data is re-analysed for each student at this final
stage, and a record of the number of attempts made at
each exercise and his success or otherwise, can be
maintained for each student. It is yet another option each
time a batch of jobs is run to obtain a full print-out of
the latest status of the file. The students have limited time
in the course in which to attempt the exercises, and by
occasionally printing the file it is quickly possible to
identify students who are either having difficulty, or who
are not fulfilling course requirements, and to take
appropriate action. Figure 3 illustrates the contents of
the student file.
Other possibilities and improvements
There are a number of areas in which the FOBOS
CMI system could be expanded and improved. The first
area concerns the scope of student exercises with par75
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Figure 3: Print out of a fictitious student file monitored by FOBOS.

ticular reference to input/output problems. As the
system is described in the present paper, the student is
not concerned with the difficulties of reading data or
printing results. The system was not deliberately designed
so that this would be the case, and there is no impedi
ment to the inclusion of I/O exercises. If such exercises
are written utilizing COMMON storage locations, the
supervisory routines can check input and/or output for
correctness. Even as the system has been used, however,
there is nothing preventing the student from printing
additional output to that shown in Figure 1 if he wishes
to do so. The advantage of the present system is that
it is simple to use for beginning students, and students
are freed from the constraints of learning the com
plexities of 1/0 procedures until they have mastered
logical programming procedures. The system could be
most helpful in the teaching of 1/0 procedures by using
the ICL equivalent pf the DECODE facility — the
reading/writing to and from an array as though it were
a peripheral device.
The second area concerns error diagnostics for the
course tutor. As described here, the system provides the
student with adequate compilation, tracing, and accuracy
of results messages; the tutor, however, receives only a
relatively superficial indication of the difficulty students
are having. There is no record kept of the type of
execution errors students cause. Since the interrupt to
16

print execution error messages (which contain only a
three digit code to be looked up on a list) passes through
the control of FOBOS, it would be possible to record
the error in the same way as JOB cards are recorded
and later monitored. The additional information on
typical errors could lead, for example, to adjustments in
one’s course to more carefully treat certain topics.
The third area where FOBOS might be expanded is to
include the possibility of submitting exercises in any one
of the several available languages. It would render the
system unnecessarily complicated to include three or
four different compilers as options within a single version
of FOBOS, but would be a relatively simple matter to
make available systems which parallel FOBOS as
described here for FORTRAN, in ALGOL and COBOL
at least. This latter suggestion is currently being
implemented.
Experience
FOBOS is now being used for the second year and
utilized in all FORTRAN courses. It has been recently
adapted and used for teaching COBOL as well. We may
thus say that it is practical to use, however, only the
authors of the present paper are using the full CMI
features.
In the ICL system there are two other alternatives to
FOBOS:
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1. It is possible, of course, to use the standard
operating system George II. Without using the CMI
it turns out that the average time for a simple student
job is about 45 seconds under George as against about
37 seconds under FOBOS — not a very significant
difference. In that simple case the only justification for
writing FOBOS are rather practical considerations such
as the need to batch student jobs together and the
stability of the system. On the other hand in order to use
CMI under George it would be necessary to open the
monitor file in each job just to write one record, which
was considered too “expensive”.
2. The other possibility is the ICL in-core batch
compiler Flair. It is certainly much faster than FOBOS,
but its size is such, that no multiprogramming is possible
when Flair is in core, which cancels out that advantage.
Also no CMI is available in Flair.
Availability
FOBOS is specific to computers compatible with
ICL’s 1900 series machines utilizing the PLAN 3
assembler language. If, however, equivalent facilities to
the “trusted status” program facility described are
available, the CMI system described could be duplicated
on other systems.
Listings of FOBOS and test versions of the CMI
supervisory and logging modules described in the present
paper, or any additional information that may be
required, may be obtained by writing to either of the
authors.
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APPENDIX
FOBOS Control Cards
There are at present 6 optional control cards, and 1
compulsory card:
JOB FOBOS comments
— the card which introduces any FOBOS batch.
The options are:
TIME xx
— to change the default 16
seconds of execution time for
each job; there is no limit for
the compilation;
VOL xxx
■—■ to change the default 250
lines of printed output per
job;
MON 12 char name
— to name a disc file where a
‘monitor’, that is, one standard
record per job in a batch is
stored; the default is no
monitoring — just a simple
batch processing run;
DEL # name # file
— to specify a program “name”
on the file “file” which is to
be run after FOBOS has
finished. Normally it is a
logging program. When this
card is omitted a default
program is called which lists
the monitor file (when MON
card is also present) and
prints some statistics — see
Figure 2.
E xx, xx
— to specify pre- and post
program entry points — that
is, entry point to the routine
that pre-sets data locations
before any student program is
entered, and a routine that is
to be entered after each
student
program
which
successfully reaches a STOP
statement in order to test
results. If the E parameter is
not present, no CMI other
than simple job logging is
available.
PD x
— to change the default pro
gram description segment
which is then common to all
jobs. The default is a simple
description segment which
allocates a single card reader
and line printer.
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Computer Exercises in Graph Theory with
Automatic Marking and Correction
By W.P. Beaumont* and J. L.C. Macaskill*

This paper is concerned with a set of computer exercises in graph theory and with a
program designed to mark and correct the exercises automatically. Emphasis is given to
those parts of the exercises and marking program in which the approach is new. The paper
starts with an outline of the marking program and a summary of the exercises. Next, selected
topics from the exercises are described in more detail and the method of operation of the
marking program is considered. This consideration includes detail concerning the checking
of students’ programming and the reporting of their progress, together with discussion of
some of the problems that arose. The paper concludes with an examination of the advantages
of using automatic marking of this type and of student reaction to the course. Improvements
in services that can be offered by staff when relieved of marking tasks are evaluated.

INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses a course of computer exercises
in graph theory given as part of one of six units, to
third year computing science students in the University
of Adelaide. The aim of the course is to reinforce
material presented in lectures concerning the elements
of graph theory and its applications, and to give
experience in the solution of graph-oriented practical
problems by computer. Subsidiary aims of the course
are to give practice in programming in Fortran, and
to introduce students to the application of computers
to the response of physical systems. A computer
program is used to mark and correct the exercises
automatically. The main reasons for presenting the
paper are to describe the principal features of this
program, and to discuss in some detail parts of the
exercises in which the approach used is considered
new and interesting.
The method of presentation is as follows. First, the
philosophy of the marking program is given briefly,
and the content of the exercise course is summarised.
Next, selected topics from the exercises are described
in more detail, and the method of operation of the
marking program is considered. The paper concludes
with a discussion of results achieved.
A difficulty of exercises in computer programming
is the very wide range of results achieved by the
strongest and the weakest students. Therefore, in
designing the exercises, an attempt was made to pro
vide a sufficient challenge to the best students without
neglecting those of less ability.
The marking program kept staff and students aware
of progress made in the exercises, and greatly facilitated
the removal of errors ,by students without the need to
consult staff members. Nevertheless, it was considered
most important for all programs to be inspected to
make comments on the quality of the techniques used,
and in particular to give advice where necessary on
the inadequate use of comment statementsThe extent to which marks awarded for exercises
of this type should be counted towards the degree is

a vexed question that is not relevant here, and is
therefore not discussed.
PHILOSOPHY OF THE AUTOMATIC MARKING
PROGRAM
When the student has written the subroutines
required for an exercise, he submits them to the auto
matic marking system. This is done by running an
ordinary batch job in which the student compiles and
loads his subroutines, gains access to the marking
program (stored permanently in the computer) and
calls for it to be loaded and executed. Under the
SCOPE operating system, this is all achieved by four
control statements. Once in control, the marking
program calls the subroutines specified by the student,
passing to them appropriate data on which to work.
It then checks the results returned by the student
against the correct results held within itself, and
informs the student (by printing on his output) whether
the subroutines are correct, and in some cases sug
gests causes for error. The student submitting the job
is identified, and his record extracted from the report
file, which is maintained throughout the course period.
This record is updated in accordance with the results
of the present run and finally a copy of the updated
report is printed for the student’s information. Several
other facilities are included in the marking program,
but these are not crucial to its operation and will be
described later.
REVIEW OF GRAPH THEORY EXERCISES
Definitions
Certain concepts of graphs that are required for the
understanding of what follows are now defined (the
conventions of Berge 1965 are followed). A directed
graph G = (X,U) comprises a set X = -jXx,X2,......... ,
X4 of nodes and a set U of ordered pairs of nodes
(Xi.Xj), for present purposes i 4= j, called arcs. An
arc is represented by a line pointing from the initial
node X] (or i) to the terminal node Xj (or j). We then
say that node i immediately precedes node j. A path

* Department of Computing Science, University of Adelaide.
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is a sequence of arcs such that the terminal node of
each arc (except the last) coincides with the initial
node of the next arc. If the last node in a path
coincides with the first node in the path, the path is
closed and is called a circuit. A graph G is strongly
connected if there is a path from each node to every
other node in G.
A chain is a sequence of arcs such that for each
intermediate arc one node coincides with a node of the
preceding arc and the other node coincides with a
node of the succeeding arc. If the first and last nodes
in a chain coincide, the chain is closed and is called
a cycle. A graph G is connected if there is a chain
from each node to every other node in G.
A tree is a connected graph that has at least 2 nodes
and has no cycle. A node i is called the centre of a
graph G if from i there is a path to every other node
in G. A spanning tree of a graph G is a tree that
contains all the nodes of G.
Summary of exercises
The 5 exercises, each of which has sub-problems,
are now summarized:—•
Exercise 1. Graph manipulations
The students are informed that there exists a graph
G of 20 nodes in which no node has more than 3
immediate successor nodes. G is stored in the mark
ing program as a matrix in which row i corresponds
to node i of G, and in which the elements in row i
correspond to the immediate successor nodes of node i.
The requirements of the exercise are as follows:—
(a) reformulate G as a matrix in which row i still
corresponds to node i, but in which the elements
of row i correspond to the immedate predecessors
of node i;
(b) determine whether G is connected;
(c) determine, by use of a simple labelling algorithm
(Berge 1965, p. 127) whether G is strongly
connected;
(d) obtain a spanning tree of G as follows. Each arc
of G is removed in turn. If, after the removal, G
is still connected, no action is taken (program of
(b) above can be used to check this). Otherwise
replace the arc and remove the next. When no
more arcs remain the result is a spanning tree of G
(a spanning tree exists if G is connected);
(e) determine which nodes of G are centres of G.
Exercise 2. Graph matrix and related manipulations
The first part of this exercise is concerned with
multiplications of the matrix of a small graph G to
determine the number of paths of given lengths
between its nodes (Kaufmann 1967, p. 294). In the
second part all the Hamiltonian paths in a graph of
5 nodes are required to be identified by the method of
Latin multiplication (Kaufmann 1967, p. 271). In this
method the multiplications appear as letter strings and
the exercise provides good practice in character
manipulation in Fortran. The final problem is to find
the product graph and the sum graph (Kaufmann
1967, p. 244) of 2 small graphs defined in the
exercise.
Exercise 3. Embedding and stochastic matrices.
The first part of the exercise requires the identifica
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tion of the primary submatrices of a 9 node graph by
use of Malgrange’s method (Kaufmann 1967, p. 321).
The problem gives practice in the manipulation of
information held as bit patterns within computer
words, and is of some difficulty. The second 2 parts
are concerned with stochastic matrices, with and
without transition values. The programming is easy,
but the results are interesting.
Exercise 4. Project networks.
This exercise is discussed in some detail later. Its
initial requirement is the generation of a project net
work of some 100 tasks according to method described
in the exercise. The next part is to write a program
to carry out a critical path analysis of th's network.
After collecting the results of this work, the network
is converted from activity-on-link to activity-on-node
form, again by a program developed as part of the
exercise. Finally, a second critical path analysis pro
gram is written in a form suitable for the reformulated
network, and used to obtain the same set of results as
the first analysis program. The 2 sets of results should,
of course, agree in every particular.
Exercise 5. Linear systems.
The first part of this exercise is concerned with
identifying, as part of the application of Mason’s
formula (Naslin 1965, p. 66), all the e'ementary paths
and circuits between given input and output nodes in
2 signal flow graphs. In part 2, the requirement is to
determine and plot (by using a plotting package) the
amplitude and phase response of a second order linear
system with and without feedback for various values
of damping coefficient. Part 3 of the problem is
concerned with finding the transient response of the
system of part 2 above by summation of the response
to the Fourier components of a square wave. This
part of the exercise succeeded well in showing the
interconnection of transient and frequency response,
and is discussed in more detail later.
TOPICS FROM GRAPH THEORY EXERCISES
Project networks
A project network provides information on the
tasks in a project, on their durations, and on their
precedence relations. One way of preparing the data
needed for setting up such a network is to number
each task and list it along with its duration and its
immediate successor tasks. These data can then be
punched on to cards and read into the computer,
where suitable processing can be done.
It was thought that most of the point of the exercise
would be lost unless a fair sized network was used,
and the minimum size was therefore set at about 100
tasks. The amount of card punching and other pre
paration needed for this size of network is sufficient
to reduce the enthusiasm of the average student
before the exercise has begun. It was therefore
resolved to treat the generation of the network as a
programming problem in its own right. The method
for doing this had as its main aim the need for clear
thought in the conversion of a set of detailed instruc
tions into a unique network. A secondary aim was to
show that a computation is composed of precedence
constrained relations that can be used to generate a
network.
19
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bined the outputs of the immediate predecessor
computation sets in such a way that B(l) is now
defined.
Time units
needed for
computation
2
Initialization of B(l)
DO 2 I = 1,2
BB(1,I) = B(I) + B(I)* FNC(I)
37
DO 3 J = 2.5
3 BB(J,1) = BB(1,I)* FNCT(J)
100+10J
2 B(I+1) = BB(2,I)+BB(3,I)+BB(4,I)+BB(5,I)
39

130
/0

>

DUMMY TASKS
39 t B(2)

AND SO ON
Figure 1 (c): Activity-on-link form of the diagram of
figure 1 (b)

Figure 1(a) shows a graph that represents the net
work of this exercise by defining the precedence rela
tions between 4 sets of computations A, B, C, and D,
some of which appear more than once. Thus the
computation project is initiated with computation set
A, which has immediate successors B, C, and D; of
these, B and C are followed by a repetition of com
putation set A, while computation set D is followed
by B, and so on. Each computation set is defined by
a short segment of Fortran code. To understand this,
consider the code segment for computation B, which
is as follows:—
Computation set B
Consider computation B(l) to have suitably com
20

This code segment leads to the precedence diagram
for part of the computation as shown in figure 1(b).
We see that computation BB(1,1) requires a know
ledge of B(l) and therefore must follow B(l). By con
trast the computations BB(2,1), BB(3,1), BB(4,1) and
BB(5,1) all require knowledge of BB(1,1), but require
no knowledge of each other. They are therefore all
immediate successors of computation BB(1,1). Code
segments of the same type are used to define the exer
cise for computation sets A, C, and D. Interpretation
of these segments permits the whole project network
to be built up according to specifications that permit
each individual comptation to be uniquely located in
the project network.
Figure 1(b) has been formulated with the nodes
representing the activities (computations). It is more
usual to formulate networks with the activities on links
(arcs), and figure 1(c) shows the activity-on-link
formulation corresponding to figure 1(b). It will be
noted that, in this diagram, a task is defined by a start
node and a finish node, and by an arc that gives the
duration. Note that in order to represent task prece
dences properly in configurations similar to that of
computation set B there is a need to include dummy
tasks of zero duration. Such networks are not unique,
for there is a choice, for example, of which of the
successors of task BB(1,1) shall be the one that is not
followed by a dummy.
The first part of the problem, then, is to set up a
network including all the computations of figure 1(a),
presented in the form of figure 1(c). When this net
work has been checked as correct by the marking
program the student proceeds to the second part of
the exercise. Here the requirement is to write a
program incorporating a forward and backward pass
algorithm (Moder 1970, p. 63), to carry out a critical
path analysis on the network developed in part 1. The
results required from the analysis are, for each task,
the earliest start date, the latest start date, the earliest
completion date, the latest completion date, total float,
and free float and, for the network, an identification
of the tasks that lie on the critical path.
The third part of the exercise is to write a program
to convert the network from activity-on-link to activityon-node form. A basis of an algorithm for doing this
is given in the exercise. With this problem correctly
solved, the student is required to write a program
incorporating a forward time and backward time
algorithm (Moder 1970, p. 138) to carry out a
critical path analysis on the network developed in
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 1, March, 1974
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Figure 1 (a): Precedence relations for computation sets.

part 3. The results required from the analysis are the
same as those of part 2.
The total number of Fortran statements needed for
the solution of this exercise is about 400, and the total
central processor time on the University of Adelaide
CDC 6400 configuration about 6 seconds, including
time for marking by the automatic program.
It is considered that students who complete this
comprehensive exercise will have an exact understand
ing of the elements of critical path methods that their
minds will retain for some time.
Linear systems
It is shown (e.g. Naslin 1970, p. 3) that if x is the
input signal to a lumped-parameter linear system and
y is the resulting output signal, then the ratio y/x is
a function of the differential operator p = d/dt. This
function is called the transmittance of the system, and
here denoted by f(p). It is further shown (Naslin 1965,
p. 16) that if the input is a sinusoid x0sin(&>t), then
the steady state ouput (i.e. the output after any
transient disturbances have died away) will be
Gx0sin((ot + <j>). G and *■ are constants with values
respectively equal to the modulus and the argument
of f(p = j(o) where j = (— l)h From these relation
ships it is possible to find the amplitude and relative
phase of the sinusoidal output of any linear system
that is responding to an input sinusoid of any fre
quency. Such responses over a range of values of <o is
called the frequency response of the system over that
range.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 1, March, 1974

AND SO ON
Figure 1 (b) Precedence diagram for computation set B.

The transient response of a system may be excited
by applying a step function to it (e.g. by displacing
the mass of a spring mass system from its equilibrium
position and releasing it suddenly). It is interesting to
note that the transient response of a linear system can
be inferred from a knowledge of its frequency response.
The aim in part 3 of exercise 5 was to illustrate this
relationship, as follows.
Note in the first place that a square wave is equiva
lent to a train of step functions applied alternately in
opposite senses. A square wave may therefore be
expected to excite a transient each time its sense
changes. But, if x(t) is a square wave, it may be
expressed as a sum of sinusoids by means of a Fourier
expansion (Naslin 1965, p. 208) thus:—
x(t) = 0.5 + (2/tt) (sinot + sin(3cot/3)
+ sin(5wt/5) + . .)
and knowledge of frequency response relations allows
the corresponding output y (t) to be written as
follows:-—■
y(t) = 0.5 -f (2/ir)(G((o)sin(«ot + <D(«))
G(3o>)
-|----------- sin(3o)t -f- 4>(3m)) + . .)
3
All the G(kco) and 4(k<o) can be evaluated from
f(p=jkco). Therefore by taking a sufficient number
21
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Y*1 0

x»10
Figure 2: Transient response of a linear system.

of terms in the expansion of y(t), we may determine
the transient response by aggregating frequency
responses.
Part 3 of exercise 5 requires the transient response
of the second order linear system represented by the
transmittance
f(p) = (50)2/(p2 + 2(0.2)(50)p + (50)3)
to be determined by this method. A suitable value for
oj in x(t) is 6 rad/s., and this value was specified.
Figure 2 shows the result of obtaining and plotting
26 values of y(t) at half second intervals. The charac
teristic exponentially-damped transient of a second
order linear system is clearly illustrated.
OPERATION OF THE AUTOMATIC MARKING
SYSTEM
Operating System Concepts
So that the operation and use of the marking system
22

may be more easily understood, a brief account of
some concepts of the SCOPE operating system is now
given. Under SCOPE, work is submitted to the com
puter in the form of job decks, each of which is
processed independently, although many jobs may be
present in the system at one time. Reading of jobs,
allocation of resources to jobs and control of the func
tions they require are among the tasks performed by
SCOPE, using peripheral processors, which are more
powerful, but slower than the user-oriented central
processor. Peripheral processor programs are also
called from within jobs to perform all input, output
and system operations. Once a job has finished, all its
resources are released, including mass-storage files,
except for the output file which is saved for allocation
to a printer. As an exception to this rule, it is possible
to make a file permanent, in which case it is preserved
and made accessible to other jobs running later.
The Australian Computer Journal, Voi. 6, No. 1, March, 1974
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each student doing the course, initially containing only
the student’s name.
A job run by a student to use the marking system
will first go through control functions to compile his
subroutines and attach the marking file for the relevant
exercise to his job. This file will be attached in “read
only” mode, passwords being necessary to modify the
file. This means that several jobs may access the file at
the same time. The student’s subroutines and the
marking program are loaded together, and execution
of the marking program commenced. The program
first determines which subroutines in the exercise the
student is submitting (they need not be submitted all
at once), and passes this information to the exercise
dependent section.
The exercise-dependent module will test each sub
routine in turn, performing the following processes for
each. Firstly it sets up data, and then calls the sub
routine. After the subroutine returns control, the
results are checked, and an appropriate comment
printed on the student’s output. It is left to the student
to print out the data supplied and his results within
the subroutine. The checking process varies consider
ably from one question to another, the most common
procedure being comparison of an array with the cor
rect version. Typical examples of the comments
printed are shown in figure 3. When checking the
subroutines, the exercise module of the marking pro
gram sets up a list of codes to be returned to the main
section, indicating whether each subroutine is right,
partly right, wrong or not attempted.
On return to the main program an attempt is made
to identify the student. The method used for the
present application is to obtain the student’s name
from -the job card (the first card in every job deck, used
for accounting purposes). Numerous small difficulties
were encountered here because of the many ways in
which a name can be written. Once deciphered, the
name is checked against a class list, which acts as an
index to the report file. This file is attached to the
job, with modify permission, and the student’s record
read in. The status of the subroutines attempted in
this run are updated, as is the number of runs and
the date of the last run. The policy used is to record
the best run so far for each subroutine. The record

(LINEAk SYSTEMb)

FIRST CALL MADE TO SUBROUTINE MASON
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

PATHS
LOOPS
LOOP:
PATH:
LOOP:
PATH:

1278
363
454
123678
34563
12345678

THE NUMBER OF OPEN PATHS IS CORRECT
TbE NUMBER OF LOOPS IS CORRECT
THE OPEN PATHS AFE CORRECT
SECOND CALL MADE TO SUBROUTINE MASON
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEWNEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

LOOP:
LOOP:
LOOP:
PATH:
LOOP:
path:
LOOP:
PATH:
LOOP:
PATh:
LOOP:
loop:
path:
PATH.*

2
3
5
1
2
1
6
1
6
1
7
8
1
i

2
3
5
3
4
5
6
5
6
5
7
8
3
3

3
4
4
2
5
2
7
2
8
2
9
9
2
2

4
3
4

7
2
7

9

6

7

9

6

8

9

4
4

5
5

6
6

7
8

6)

IS NOT CORRECT

9

THE NUM8ER OF OPEN1 PATHS

(

THE NUMBER OF LOOPS

IS NOT

THE OPEN PATHS APE

<

8)

INCORRECT

9
9
- 1 HE ANSWER

CORRECT - THE ANSWER

IS

IS 6

10

- THt CORRECT ONES ARE r

1234790000
1254790000
1256790000
1256890000
1
234567900
1234568900
1234768900
1254768900
1 SUBROUTINE(S)

CHECKED

Figure 3: Messages from the marking program.

Permanent files are crucial to the operation of the
marking system described here.
Basic Operation of the Marking System
The marking system is set up by creating one per
manent file for each exercise, comprising a basic mark
ing module and an exercise dependent Fortran sub
routine. The basic module is the same for each
exercise, and handles all the operating system requests,
permanent file accesses and so on. Another permanent
file acts as a report file and comprises a record for
8EAUM0NT*W.P.
RESULTS ACCUMULATED TO 73/03/01
NUMBER OF RUNS RECORDED:
EXEhCISE
NUMBER
1
2
3
4
S
BLANK SPACES

NUMBER
OF RUNS
7
7
12
4
1

3i
DATE OF
LAST RUN

1

73/03/01
72/12/23
73/02/Cb
73/02/02
7 3/ G2/2 i

RIGHT
RIGHT
WRONG
RIGHT
WRONG

INDICATE THAT

QUESTIONS
2
right

RIGHT
RIGHT
PARTLY
WR0NG

3

4

5

RIGHT
PARTLY
RIGhT
WRONG

RIGHT

RIGHT

NO AT1EMPT HAS BEEN 1RECORDED* OR THAI

WRONG

THE QUESTION DOES NOT EXIST.

Figure 4: Student’s report listing.
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NO OF
RUNS

NAME

student

NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME

STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
ST UDEnT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT

NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME

student

name

student

NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME

student

STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT
STUDENT

name

NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
NAME
name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
If;
11
12
13
1A
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

TOTAL RIGHT
TOTAL PARTLY RIGHT
TOTAL w*•'ONG

DATE OF
LAST RUN

EX NO**
0, NUr*

lb.20 .28.

1
1

2

3

4

5

2
1

2

3

3
1

R
R

W
R

2

3

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
W

19
39
23
17

72/10/24
72/10/23
72/i0/19
72/13/25

R
R
R
R

K
K
R
R

R
R
k
R

R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R

R
H
k
R

R
R
R

21
28
38
2
23
13
15
23
16
48
29
25
9
27
26
22
35
32
11
4(i
11
33
33
32

72/1'}/19
72/10*/ 16
72/10/26
72/10/26
72/10/25
72/10/19
72/10/05
72/10/10
72/10/25
72/If/lb
72/10/23
7 2 / i i; / 0 5
72/10/05
72/10/25
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Figure 5: Class report listing.

on the report file is rewritten and the file detached (to
prevent the student writing on it later in the job). The
modified report record, a copy of which is still in core,
is then converted to a form suitable for printing, and
written on the student’s output. An example of such
a report appears in Figure 4:
At any time during the course, the supervisor may
access the report file and obtain a summary of the
students’ progress. Such a summary is shown in
Figure 5. Other means of student-supervisor com
munication are provided by features added to the basic
marking system, and these are described in the next
section.
Additional Facilities
An important part of any programming exercise is
the development of clear and well documented pro
grams. Checking this aspect of the exercise cannot,
of course, be done by the procedures described above
and, indeed, cannot readily be done automatically at
all—the human element is required. The marking
system can facilitate the process, however, by collect
ing a copy of the Fortran text for each job submitted
on a permanent file, which the supervisor may inspect.
It is frequently convenient to pass information to
the students using the system. Typical cases are the
news that the system for the next exercise is ready, or
information about a particularly common error. This
is done by means of a bulletin, another permanent file
which is copied on to the end of each student’s output.
A problem encountered during the design of the
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system was abnormal termination of a student’s job
before the report file was updated. This can occur for
a number of reasons, including a “STOP” statement
in the student’s subroutine, a Fortran execution time
error, or an error handled by the operating system
(e.g. time limit, or an invalid system request). Differ
ent techniques are required for trapping each of these
and in fact operating system errors could not be
handled until Control Data included special recovery
facilities (for another purpose) in the SCOPE operat
ing system. In all these cases, the marking program
determines the cause of the error, and prints a con
siderable amount of diagnostic information. It then
continues with identification of the student and up
dating his record. Any subroutine correctly executed
before the error occurred will be recorded as correct.
Security Considerations
Any group of keen students presented with a system
of the kind described here will naturally try to probe
its secrets to the point where they can upset the system.
Some consideration needs to be given to the security
of the scheme. This depends largely on the permanent
file password system, which is built into the SCOPE
operating system and is foolproof, provided that the
passwords are kept secure. This presents problems in
the case of files attached from within a program. For
example, to attach the report file with modify permis
sion, the marking program must supply to the operat
ing system the correct password, which is therefore
stored in some form within the marking program
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 1, March, 1974
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itself, and the students have ready access to the
marking program. This security gap can be narrowed
by making extraction of the correct password very
difficult, although the means of doing this will not be
described here.
Perhaps a more important aspect of security is the
fact that each student submits his work as a separate
job, and thus interference with other sudents using the
system is not possible. This advantage is lost in a
batch marking system,* where an unco-operative
student can play havoc with the whole class.
DISCUSSION
The automatic marking system makes significant
contributions in saving staff time and in increasing
student enthusiasm. For the extensive set of exercises
involved, manual marking would be impracticable. For
example, the exercise on project networks would
require some 2,500 values be checked, and whether it
was done by staff or students, hand checking would be
tedious and wasteful. The only other approach (in
this exercise) would be to make the network much
smaller, and for reasons already discussed, this was
not considered desirable.
Release of staff from the task of marking gives more
time for activities where they can be more helpful.
Such activities include a consulting service for pro
gramming difficulties and examination of programming
technique and documentation. It is considered essen
tial that students always have recourse to a staff
member for guidance in program design and debug
ging, and to protest about what they consider to be
injustices from the marking system. Although the
remarks printed by the marking system in the event
of errors enable students to correct the more obvious
faults without further help, more subtle errors which
require skilled help are frequent. In the process of
dealing with these queries, staff can give each student
an individual assessment of his technique and docu
mentation, to supplement the more general advice
contained in the bulletin.
Preparation of the exercises and the subroutines to
mark them is a considerable task. The concepts and
techniques to be taught are first converted into prob
lems of suitable difficulty for programming. The
marking subroutines are then designed and written,
and must be thoroughly tested. No amount of testing,
however, could be as effective as a large class of
students, each using the programs several times a day,
and in each of the three years of use, minor errors
* For example Master (Capon, 1970) which is discussed
further in the next section.
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have been found and corrected. Apart from correcting
these sorts of errors, the only maintenance required is
an occasional change in the main (exercise indepen
dent) marking program to cater for a change of
operating system. This main program has been used
for other exercise courses, although none are on the
same scale as that described here. There is scope for
development of programs of this type for many
teaching applications.
Student reaction to the exercises and the method of
marking them has the following main features. First,
the effort spent on the problems by the majority of
students is most encouraging, although not many
complete the whole set. In particular, some students
have come back after the end of the course (in the
vacation period) to continue working on the critical
path exercise. A number have volunteered favour
able remarks on the system, and others have recom
mended additional security checks. An advantage of
system is that students may present their solutions at
any time, and get the results soon afterwards, a typical
turn-around time being about 30 minutes. With a
batch system, such as Master (Capon, 1970), runs
are limited to very few per day at fixed times, with the
advantage of tighter control over students’ computing
activities, an important consideration with some classes.
The two systems therefore have somewhat different
aims, and it was thought that for a third-year class,
independence was the more important factor. The
method of submitting jobs is the only major practical
difference between Master (which has been used for
these exercises) and the system discussed here, although
their internal implementations are very different.
In conclusion, the effort involved in setting up a
system of exercises for automatic marking is consider
able, but the saving of staff time and the increase of
student interest which result make the effort well worth
while.
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Job Scheduling in a Monoprogrammed
Environment
By B. J. Austin, P. P. Hanlon and J. J. Russell

This paper describes an algorithm for the computer selection of jobs for execution. Its
application in a monoprogrammed environment is discussed, but the technique could be
applied in a multi-stream system. The aim of the scheduling procedure is generally to run
short jobs first, but not to delay long jobs indefinitely. In addition, provision is made for
a user-selected higher or lower priority with concomitantly increased or decreased charging
rates. The scheduling algorithm is intended to select the next job from all the candidates for
execution without undue overhead, in particular where jobs have to be rejected after an
initial scan of their control statements has indicated that some essential resources are
unavailable. An important special case of this phenomenon relates to jobs requiring named
reels of magnetic tape. The scheduling technique has provision for putting such jobs ‘to
one side’ and for informing the operators of tape mounting requirements, without holding up
the stream processing.

General Aims
The scheduling algorithm to be described is used
for the selection of jobs in the DAD system on the
Control Data 3600 operated by the Division of Com
puting Research of C.S.I.R.O. To make the discussion
more intelligible, a brief summary of relevant facets of
the system will be given. Further details could be
found in Austin and Holden (1966), Austin, Holden
and Hudson (1967) and Austin and Holden (1969).
The DAD system supports a large number of users of
interactive devices (in particular, alphanumeric CRT
displays and teleprinters) as well as ‘batch’ jobs, sub
mitted both locally and at remote sites. The interactive
user may create, view, edit and execute files (which we
call ‘documents’) and access both the normal batch
stream and two levels of pre-emptive priority execution.
The system has 32K of core storage available for the
execution of jobs. Only one job can be accommodated
in this space at one time and the pre-emptive levels are
achieved by ‘rolling-out’ the running program and its
associated system tables to drum. The highest active
level is run to completion. The algorithm to be
described concerns only the lowest level and selects
the next job to be run from all available candidates for
execution. Thus, for the purposes of this paper, we
can regard the DAD system as monoprogramming a
single batch stream, with each job, once started,
running to completion.
A primary criterion in the development of the DAD
system is that the system shall direct operator action
rather than be controlled by operator action. Conse
quently, batch jobs are entered into the system as soon
as is practicable after local submission. Remote batch
submission (currently available at major branches of
the Division) is treated in the same way. Our policy
is aimed at facilitating program development and we
therefore give preference to short runs, especially during
the prime shift. The interactive user is able to request
a pre-emptive priority execution of up to one minute,*

but can only exceed this time by joining the normal
batch stream. The scheduling technique described in
this paper gives preference to: shorter jobs at all times,
and ignores very long jobs during normal working
hours. It does not, however, exhaust all short jobs
before running longer ones — some cognisance is taken
of the time that a job has been waiting in the system.
There is also provision whereby a user can select more
or less preferential treatment, with a suitable adjust
ment of the charging rates.
It is appropriate to conclude this introductory section
by describing our treatment of the resources required
by a job. In requesting that a job be executed, a user
must state (or imply by default) an upper bound on
the running time of the job. In addition, control state
ments within the job define any further resources
needed. Particular examples relevant to this paper
are named magnetic tape reels or disc packs, or docu
ments in the mass storage system, required as input,
or write-enabled magnetic tape reels required for out
put from a job. These are called ‘re-usable resources’
in Holt (1972). The system deduces these requirements
by scanning statements in the job control language. In
general, a job will not be started until all the resources
can be allocated. However, we restrict this treatment
to resources requested in normal (non pre-emptive)
batch jobs, and even then only to those resources
defined by the control statements at the head of the
job, i.e. loosely, before the first compiler or executable
program. Thus, while jobs in the pre-emptive levels,
or normal jobs after the first job step, may request and
obtain further resources, any failure in the system’s
ability to perform the necessary allocation is resolved
by summarily terminating the job. This is our (rather
crude) approach to avoiding the ‘deadly embrace’ prob
lem. Where a normal batch job would otherwise be
the first choice as a candidate for execution, but lacks
some necessary resource, it is passed over and another
is tried. There can be considerable overhead in abor-

*Division of Computing Research, C.S.I.R.O., Canberra, A.C.T.
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tively decoding the control statements of several jobs
before one can be found which is fully ready to start.
The most common missing resource in our environment
is the named tape reel required as input to a job,
although documents may be missing either genuinely
or as a means of triggering one job with another. The
scheduling algorithm specifically attempts to reduce the
overhead of scanning jobs with missing tapes, while at
the same time providing the operators with guidance as
to which reels should next be mounted.
Execution Lists
A user submitting a job to the system must specify
a name (a combination of a ‘charge code’ and an arbit
rary identifier) and an upper bound on the running
time. A further parameter is described in the section
on priority and deferred runs, but is ignored here. The
set of job names and running times is maintained in
a structure of queues known as ‘Execution Lists’. The
maximum number of items queued on a busy day may
be several hundred. The internal mechanism of storing
the Execution List entries is an implementation detail
which will be omitted here. It suffices to say that each
item is catalogued on the drum in a hashed structure
along with all other entities known to the system by
name, such as document attributes and locations.
There are currently sixteen Execution Lists, of which
fifteen are arranged to contain jobs of up to 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 8, 12, ... . 96, 128, 180 minutes, and are indeed
called EL001, EL002,___ EL 128, ELI 80. A further
special queue called EL000 is used in handling tape
jobs and will be described later. The scheduler is
‘table-driven’ in that the above queues are defined by
an array resident within the system. All operations
involving Execution Lists reference this table, and the
effects of the scheduling algorithm can be varied quite
simply by altering the values in the array.
Users have the capability to interrogate items held in
these queues which refer to their own jobs, and to
delete them if required. Requests for execution, either
implicit when a card deck is input or explicit commands
from a console, will normally result in an item being
placed at the tail of the lowest queue with a number
greater than or equal to the job time limit. Candidates
for execution are selected by searching from the queue
head. The essence of the technique presented in this
paper is the selection of the queue to be searched next.
Clearly, if EL001 is always exhausted before EL002
is examined, etc., one achieves a ‘shortest-first’ regime.
We believe that this would discriminate too strongly
between jobs whose running times differ only slightly,
and would take no account of time spent waiting in the
system. The algorithm to be described will take jobs
from higher queues even when lower ones are not
empty. It is intended to give preference to short jobs,
but not absolutely. The severity of the discrimination
against longer jobs is determined by the selection of
time limits for the queues. In fact, the more numerous
are the Execution Lists and the more finely divided is
the range of possible values the more severely degraded
is the service to long jobs.
The Scheduling Procedure
In this description, the Execution Lists are regarded
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as being numbered consecutively, starting with EL001
as zero. To cut down needless searching of empty
queues, the system maintains a word in which the i’th
bit being a ‘one’ implies that the i’th queue is believed
to be non-empty. In the 3600, bits are numbered
from the least significant. Thus, the least significant
‘one’ denotes the lowest non-empty queue. Let this
be bit m.
The algorithm is controlled by an integer variable
called IOBNUMBER, initialised as zero. When a new
job is being sought for execution the following steps
take place:—
j : = Mostsigbit (IOBNUMBER
.XOR. (IOBNUMBER + 2**m))
IOBNUMBER := IOBNUMBER + 2**m
(1)
where Mostsigbit is the operation of finding the
most significant ‘one’ bit and .XOR. is the bit-by-bit
Exclusive Or. It can be seen that IOBNUMBER is
merely the number of jobs run since system startup in
the case of m = 0, i.e. when EL001 is never empty.
The behaviour of j may be less obvious — it in fact
shows how far the carry propagates when IOBNUMBER is incremented. Needless to say, these
operations can be performed very simply in a few 3600
instructions. However, any computer could achieve
the above steps without much difficulty.
Scheduling is then done by searching first queue j,
from its head, and, if this fails, all other queues from
the lowest known to be non-empty. If all the Execu
tion Lists contain jobs able to be started, items would
be selected from queues with indices in the order 0, 1,
0, 2, 0, 1, 0, 3, 0, 1, 0, . . . .Thus, approximately
half of the jobs executed come from queue 0, a quarter
from queue 1, and in general one job in 2**k from
queue k, assuming that no queue becomes empty.
Furthermore, since execution requests enter at the tail
of their queues, position within an Execution List is
a very rough measure of the ‘age’ of a request. Thus
the objective of giving some weight to the age of a
job is also included in the scheduling procedure. This
can be seen by considering a job at the head of queue
k. If we observe the sequence of jobs selected until
this particular job runs, we will see up to two items
removed from queue (k-1), up to four from qeue (k-2),
and so on, and possibly one from a higher queue,
depending on the value IOBNUMBER happens to have
when we start our experiment. Thus, items beyond
position 2**(k-i) in queue i (where i<k) are always
considered after the item at the head of queue k, and
may be regarded as ‘younger’ requests.
The above remarks assume that all of the Execution
Lists are non-empty and contain jobs able to run. The
notion of position within a queue as a measure of age
is only a very approximate one, and assumes that
queues are evenly filled. Where a selected queue is
found to contain no requests able to be serviced, the
algorithm in effect reverts to ‘shortest-first’. A parti
cular failure of the assumption that all queues are full
is usually encountered every day, viz. when the lower
Execution Lists EL001, .... are successively exhausted
as the transition from prime shift operation to night
shift conditions occurs. This transition is in fact catered
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for by the 2**m term in equations (1). This has the
effect of scaling the whole procedure, so that half the
jobs are executed from the first non-empty queue, a
quarter from the next, and so on.
It will have been observed that there is a small
chance of executing even a very long job at any time.
We have chosen to regard this as undesirable during
prime shift, and have added to the scheduling proce
dure a 'bound above which Execution Lists are effec
tively regarded as empty. The bound is a function of
the time of day, and can be removed by the computer
operator if so instructed by the operations manager.
The limits are 12 minutes before 1700 hours and 48
minutes before 2100 hours, after which an artificial
limit of 3 hours job running time is applied.
Jobs Lacking Resources
Where a job cannot be started because the system
is unable to allocate the necessary resources, the execu
tion request is passed over and further items in the
same Execution List are examined. A special case
has been made of jobs which are completely ready to
start except for magnetic tapes or disc packs. A list
of all the execution requests is available to the opera
tors, giving job names and their associated tape reel and
disc pack requirements. This list is only of limited
value, however, since the operators find it very difficult
to decide what the scheduler will do next, in order to
premount the necessary volumes. We have therefore
introduced a special Execution List called EL000
(which ranks between EL001 and EL0021). When the
scheduling algorithm finds a job completely ready to
start, except for missing tapes or packs, it removes
the request from the original queue and places it at
the end of EL000. Apart from this, a job requiring
magnetic tapes receives no special treatment. There
is no priority over similar jobs not requiring tapes, and
the job must wait in the normal queues along with all
other jobs. We were concerned to avoid the situation
in which priority service could be obtained by erro
neously stating a need for a resource not in fact required
by the job. In effect, such jobs are ‘aged’ normally
before being placed in EL000. Compare this philo
sophy with the ‘stream’ concept of the ATLAS schedul
ing system described in Howarth Jones and Wyld
(1962).
The operators can use EL000 as a means of assembl
ing all the necessary tapes and packs, and mounting
them in the correct order. Since, during prime shift,
EL000 will normally be scanned about every fourth
job, the overhead of unsuccessfully attempting to start
jobs is reduced, but tape jobs receive reasonable service.
During the night shifts, EL000 will be scanned rela
tively more often, but the jobs are longer and the
operators are better able to cope with the traffic of
tape mounting and dismounting.
Priority and Deferred Runs
The scheduling algorithm discriminates strongly, if
not absolutely, against requests from the higher Execu
tion Lists. There is thus a considerable premium
placed on accurately estimating the running time of a
job. If a user underestimates, the job will be aborted
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prematurely; if he overestimates, an unnecessary
scheduling penalty is paid.
We have devised a procedure whereby a user can
place a request in a lower numbered queue than its
running time would otherwise indicate, paying at a
higher rate than normal for this scheduling advantage.
Similarly, a request can be given unfavourable schedul
ing treatment by being placed in a higher than normal
Execution List, in which case a lower charging rate is
levied. In effect, the user supplies two time para
meters, one to be treated as a bound on the running
time, and the other to be used as a bogus job time
for scheduling purposes only. The variation from the
normal rate is a function of the number of queues
shifted over, and there is a limit to the permitted
increase in priority designed to avoid the case of a
user with plenty of funds who wishes to run a very
long job not normally allowed during prime shift. The
greatest permitted increase in priority incurs a loading
factor of 2.5 on CPU charges, while the maximum
deferment reduces the CPU charge by a factor of 0.75.
Compare these numbers with those given in Nielsen
(1968).
Conclusions
Much of the foregoing discussion has had to include
such words as ‘approximately’ and ‘about’ at frequent
intervals. This only points to the fact that we are
dealing in qualitative rather than quantitative terms.
There are as many scheduling algorithms as operating
systems and very little chance of any exact compari
son. However, we believe that our objectives have
been met, viz. that the algorithm favours short jobs but
takes some account of time spent waiting in the system,
that overheads incurred while selecting the next job are
reduced, and that communication of tape and disc pack
mounting instructions to the operators is facilitated. In
fact, this last point is probably the most popular aspect
of our system — the operators have been unanimous
in their approval of EL000. We also believe that the
procedure has sufficient flexibility to make it useful in
environments quite different from that found in our
installation..
The current procedure can be compared with an
algorithm formerly used by the DAD system, especially
with respect to overheads incurred by the job scheduler.
Decoding of the control statements at the head of a
job can take up to a second before the attempt to
commence execution is abandoned because of unsatis
fied job requirements. Under the previous algorithm,
which always scanned all candidates for execution
starting with that with the shortest run time, this over
head could be incurred many times over for each job
successfully started. In prime shift, with jobs typically
running for one minute or less, the scheduling overhead
sometimes reached 50%. It should be emphasised
that this figure does not represent an average over a
day’s work, but rather it gives the observed behaviour
of the system during periods when the operators were
behind in locating and mounting the required tape
reels. The algorithm described in this paper would
reduce the overhead in a similar situation immediately
by a factor of four, since jobs needing tape reels (or
disc packs) are moved into EL000, which is only
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scanned at every fourth scheduling pass during prime
shift. A further percentage improvement occurs since
longer jobs axe being allowed to start, thus raising the
average job time. Finally, the mixture of short and
long jobs allows the operators some respite, and they
are better able to keep up with the tape handling
required of them. Thus the situation which leads to
high scheduling overheads is less likely to occur but, if
it does, the effects are reduced.
The algorithm is table-driven, in that the time limits
which define the Execution List structure are held in
an array. Thus, the severity or otherwise of discri
mination against long jobs can be adjusted simply by
altering the length of the array and the values within
it. The scheduling algorithm has been described in the
context of a system which is essentially monoprogram
ming a single batch stream. The same type of pro
cedure could be used in a multi-stream system, possibly
with separate arrays for each stream in order to imple
ment different scheduling policies.
No discussion of a scheduling policy is complete
without mention of the counter-measures which users
can adopt to thwart it. Our algorithm has the com
mon failing that a user can segment a long production
run (e.g., one which performs the same calculation on
many sets of data) into a number of runs which are
then submitted as ‘short tests’, thereby achieving an
unfair advantage over other users. The only deterrent
against this behaviour is the increased cost due to
repeated compilation and loading of the program.
It is also possible for users to attempt to outguess
the scheduler by trying to find a queue which happens
to be relatively underpopulated, or by entering one job

into many Execution Lists. The deterrents against this
practice are twofold. Firstly, once the scheduling pol
icy became generally understood, users estimated their
job times quite precisely and the queues were fairly
evenly populated. In any case, very little up-to-date
information is available to users about the population
of the Execution Lists, except as regards their own
jobs. Secondly, the estimated job time is a safeguard
against program loops. Overestimating the time in
order to enter an underpopulated queue removes this
safeguard, and the user would run the risk of a large
bill for the job.
In summary, we believe that the scheduling pro
cedure has achieved our initial objectives. It works
well in our computing environment, and has underlying
principles which could make it useful in other operating
systems.
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Book Review
Computers in Architectural Practice by Bryan Guttridge and
Jonathon Wainwright. Crosby Lockwood Staples, London
1973. 121 pp. ill., index. Price £3.25.
Architecture as a profession has only recently discovered
the computer and as such there are very few books on the
subject of Architecture and Computers,1’ -•3 it is with antici
pation therefore that one reads this book for there is a need
for a volume which provides a comprehensive overview of the
subject. Having read it, one realises that the need has not
been adequately satisfied for this is a strangely inconclusive
book which fails to document completely the use of computers
in architectural practice.
The authors provide a very brief introduction to the com
puter itself and introduce time-sharing and service bureaux
operations. In comparing the disadvantages of service bureaux
with time-sharing either they are exaggerating their disadvan
tages or they have incorrect data. To say that service bureau
hardware requires high level languages and to intimate that
time-shared computers do not is not sound. There is an
adequate but superficial review of future developments based
on present research. The Architecture and Building Aids
Computer Unit of Strathclyde University is described in
detail as is its PACE system which is being used in practice.
It is a pity that the West Sussex County Council’s system is
not described in more detail as this is one of the most advanced
computer-based documentation systems in Architecture today.
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The section dealing with computer applications in the
USA is remarkably weak when one considers the fact that
the architectural firm of S.O.M , Chicago, pioneered much of
the development of computer applications throughout the
world. Perhaps, the best chapter is the one dealing with
Common Problems in Practice as this contains good guide
lines for the use of computers in a practice.
The case study of the use of computers by the firm of
Adams, Holden and Pearson is interesting because it contains
sample output. As this is a rather slim book, it is a pity that
other similar case studies were not included for, say, the
London firms of Turner, Lansdown, Holt and Partners and
Cusdin, Burdin and Howett for each of these has developed
computer expertise different to the one demonstrated. The
book concludes with a short bibliography.
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On the Graphical Representation of a Queue
By Keith Tognetti*

A discrete formulation of a queueing process is offered which serves as the basis for describing the
instantaneous behaviour of a queue. Such a formulation as well as being in a form for easy programming
also leads to the quantity service load which if displayed graphically exhibits simultaneously all the
important dynamic parameters very succinctly.

Introduction
Discrete time simulations written in such computer
languages as SIMSCRIPT or SIMULA Tognetti and
Brett (1972)) simulate systems which are characterised
by the state of one or more queues. For example the
queue might consist of the number of customers at a
check out point in a supermarket or the number of ships
queueing for a berth at a wharf. The question arises as
to whether it is desirable that the display capacity of
modern interactive systems should be used to provide a
feedback to the analyst whilst the simulation is actually
in progress. The purpose of this paper is to describe a
representation of a queue which may be used to evaluate
parameters which indicate the state of the queue most
economically.
The Single Server Queue
Consider a check out point at a supermarket and
assume that there is only one such point. The queue
associated with such a check out is characterised as
follows.
(1) The calling population. In a large city this could
be regarded as infinite.
(2) The arrival pattern. This would be quite random
in contrast to an appointment system in which the
arrivals would be at predetermined instants.
Random here simply means that the probability
of exactly one arrival in a small interval of time
is proportional to that interval of time and also
that the probability of more than one arrival in
this small interval is negligible. Thus if P(N(At)
= 1)=AAt where N(t) is the number of arrivals
in a time interval t, then N(t) is in accordance
with a Poisson distribution with mean At, and the
time between arrivals X is in accordance with a
negative exponential distribution P(X^t)=
Thus the parameter A corresponds to the
mean rate of arrival of customers.
(3) Consider the service rate of the customers given
that there is somebody to be served. This could
be represented by a distribution with a para
meter ix where /x is the mean number of customers
served per unit time in a non empty queue. For
a telephone system this service distribution could
again be approximated by a negative exponen
tial, however for the check out point the service
would be better approximated by an Erlangian
distribution which is a single humped distribution
which can be made to roughly approximate a
normal distribution.

Let us not bother about the complication caused by
different queue disciplines such as priority service and
so on. In the above simple situation with random arrivals
and Erlangian service it is possible to analyse the queue
using a differential equation approach to obtain reason
ably tractable expressions for the following.
Lq = mean number of customers waiting for service.
L = mean number of customers in the system (if the
queue is not empty this is Lq + 1).
W = mean waiting time in system.
Wq = mean waiting time in queue.
It is intuitively obvious that as long as A < [x the queue
should not build up indefinitely. Also it will be easily
accepted that L = XW as XW customers would join the
system during the average time a customer remains in
the system.
Unfortunately the above expressions are not particu
larly valuable as an indication of the dynamic behaviour
of the queue as they represent only the average very long
term behaviour.
To look at the short term behaviour of the queue it is
necessary to use an analysis that considers the actual
number in the system and whether any customer is
actually being served at particular instants of time rather
than with the more traditional approach which considers
probabilities changing continuously.
This analysis is carried out in detail in the Appendix
where the service load
is defined through equation
(7). It is seen that when jS (t) is positive it represents the
total service remaining for the server at any instant. If
negative, /S (t) represents the current idle time, which is
the elapsed time since the server was last busy. It will
also be noted that the slope of jS (t) is —1 everywhere
except at arrivals where a step upwards occurs equal to
the service time for that arrival.
The analysis, as well as offering a formal basis for the
definition of the various quantities service load, virtual
waiting time (a (t)) and the current idle time (x (t)), also
offer a basis for the actual coding for a queueing program
if it is understood that a unit step function is equivalent to a
simple “IF” statement. Additionally the analysis serves
as the theoretical basis for carrying out further investiga
tions on queueing systems such as in Tognetti, K. P. and
Castle, P. (1973).
A typical plot of /3 (t) against time is shown in Figure 1.
au a2, a3, . . . are the arrival instants; dL, d2> d3. . . are
the departure instants; su s2, s3 . . . are the service times;
m'i, w2, w3. . . are the waiting times (excluding service);
of customers 1, 2, 3,. . . respectively.
At any arbitrary instant of time
/3 (t) gives
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Service ioad /S(t)

Numberin System

^ r*

Figure 2. Number in queue against time.

Figure 1: Service Load, p(t), against time.

(i) virtual waiting time a (tx) = ft (tx), ft (tx) > 0
(ii) current idle time x (?i) = — jS (?t), ft (tx) < 0
(iii) number in system L (?x) by counting the number
of lines (dotted and undotted) crossed by line
t = t],
(iv) number waiting Lw (?x) by counting the number
of dotted lines crossed by line t = tx
(v) how long each customer in system has to wait
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 1, March, 1974

before departure (height of line dotted or un
dotted corresponding to that customer)
Thus fi (?) is a succinct representation of the queue
from which all instantaneous queue parameters may be
obtained directly.
Contrast this representation with the more usual steps
and stairs graph of L (?) against time as displayed in
Figure 2. Inspection of this figure demonstrates that for
any departure instant it is not at all obvious as to which
is the corresponding arrival instant. Also it will be noted
that the waiting times are not easily obtained from such
a representation.
Perhaps the ideal display would be a combination of
both of these representations or better still, so as to save
having to read more than one scale, ft (?) could be dis31
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played with the number in the queue superimposed just
after an arrival and just after a departure.
Conclusion
The discrete time formulation of a queue presented
here enables the most informative display of the time
varying parameters.
It should also be noted that this discrete time formula
tion is a basis for the direct programming of a queue
model.
When to use such a display has not been at this stage
properly resolved. Any of the quantities such as the
number in the system, virtual waiting time etc., would be
changing at such a rate that no response would be
possible from the analyst interacting with the program
whilst it was actually running. Even if the actual run
was slowed down the variance of these processes is so
large that even an experienced analyst should be sceptical
about reacting to apparent departures from the norm
before he has applied some significance tests. Conse
quently it would appear that during run time only time
weighted averages would be of any use for interactive
programming.
However during program checkout the display of the
actual realisations of number in the queue etc. is of very
real value. As this stage represents a very significant part
of any simulation this consequently is a valid reason for
displaying such information.
APPENDIX
The Queue as a Point Process
It is obvious that the number in the queue changes at
distinct instants of time rather than continuously as with
the probability of the number in the queue.
Using this concept the single server queue may be
represented by two sequences in time. The first sequence
{an}=.. . a_7, a0, a1, a2, ■ ■ ■ represents the arrival times,
the second sequence {dn}=.. . d_;, da, du d2 ■ ■ ■ repre
sents the departure times. Then obviously {an} and {dn}
are monotonic non-decreasing sequences such that
dj > cij for all j.
Consequently the server and the queue may be regarded
as a shift operator acting on the input sequence {a„}.
Other variables in the queue as suggested by Benes
(1963) may be defined as follows
The service time sn is defined as
(dn ‘
^ dn—i
Sn =
(1)
[dn - dn_j, an < dn_,
Thus
Sn = dn — max(a„, dn_i).
The interarrival time 8„ is defined as an+1 — an.
The number in the system at time t is defined as
Lit) = na(t) — na(t)
where na(t) is the largest N such that aN < t and na (t) is
the largest M such that dM < t.
The number in the waiting line is defined as
L„(t) = max(L(t)—1,0)
In the literature, L(t) is usually called the queue length
and is made up of the number waiting plus the one being
served, if any.
In general, when investigating a queue, the sequences
{d„} and {,?„} are known from which the sequence {an} can
be immediately found from an+I = + <5„ and {dn} from
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sn -f- max(an,d„—y).
We define the current idle time x (0 as the time since
the server was last busy. Thus
X (0 = (t—dN)H(t—dN)
(2)
where N = na(t) now and throughout this section and
H(x) is the unit step function defined as H(x)=1, x'f-0,
H(x)=0, x<0.
Associated with each arrival is a discrete idle time Xn
given by
Xn “ x(^«) i@n dn_j)H{an dn_j)
(3)
The total idle time I(t,ta) between times ta and t is
given by
N
i(t, O = 2 Xn +
~~ x(0
n=IV0 + l
where N0 = na(t0).
Hence
N
I(t, O = '^Xan—dn_I)Hian-dH_1)+it—dN)H{t-dN)
n=N0 + l
-(t0-dNo)H(t0-dNo)
(4)
The waiting time wn of a customer is defined as the
time from arrival to commencement of service
w„ = departure time — arrival time — service time
dn
Q"n ’ {dn max(an,dn_])j
= max(an,dn_j)—an.
Thus
dn—i

(

^ dn_j
(5)

d, dn ^ dn_J
We define virtual waiting time a(t) as
a(t) = total service presented — total busy time
= (total service presented since t = t0) —
(total busy time since t = ta) + a(t0)
N

“(0 = ^ Sn-^-O-10>O) + 40
»=JVo + l
Sn ~i~ (tin dn_j)H(an

N
^/n_^)j

n=A0+l
+ (t—dN)H(t—dp/)
—(t0—dNo)H(t0—dNo)—(t—t0) + a(t0)
which from (1) becomes
N
a(t) = ^ (dn—dn^j) + (t—dN)H(t—dN)
n=Na + l
— (t0—dNo)H(t0—dNo) — (t—ta) + a(t0)
— (dp;—t)H(dpr—t) + a(t0)H(dpp0—t0).
Whenever the system is idle, total service presented equals
total busy time and hence a(t) = 0. Also dN < t.
Thus if ta is chosen at a time when the system is idle,
then
“(O - (dNo — t0)H(dNo-tQ) = 0
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a(t) = (dN—t)H(dN—t), t after any idle period.
Since tQ may be chosen anywhere in (— oo, t) and the
probability that there is an idle period approaches unity
in this interval, provided that the traffic intensity is less
than unity
a{t) = (dN—t)H(dN—t) everywhere.
(6)
This equation is similar to (2) for y(t).
Thus this function has a slope of — 1 when the server
is busy and has a value of zero when the server is idle.
a(aZ) = (dn-t—aJHtd^j—an) = wn.
a(t) can be regarded as the total service remaining for
the server at any instant or as the waiting time if at that
particular instant a new customer arrived. The value of
a(t) jumps up by the service time for each arrival and
becomes zero whenever the queue is idle.
A new function, j8(t), called the service load can be
defined by dropping the unit function from a(t) thus
m = dtf—t.
(7)
Thus if dN > t, jS(t) has the value of a(t) but if dn < t,

then — fi(t) equals xif)- Thus
= a(0 — xW-

Hence, the slope of jS(/) is —1 everywhere except at
arrivals at which fS(t) changes from
/?(«-) = dn_,-an
to
„)
dn ci n
i.e. a jump of dn — dn_j.
Alternatively
Pifln) = Sn + max (p(a~), oj.
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Book Review
PL: l for Business Applications, Mary Ellen
(Prentice-Hall Inc.), pp. 397. Price SUS13.95.

Anderson

This book presents a subset of the PL/1 language which
is designed, according to the author, to teach only those
facilities proven and accepted in the programming of com
mercial applications, but notwithstanding the implied restric
tions this stated purpose places on the scope of the text, the
work provides an excellent introduction and thorough ground
ing for all intending PL/1 programmers.
The PL/1 language explained in the text is that implemented
by IBM’s F-level compiler. Each chapter includes a descrip
tion of any differences required in coding if the IBM
Optimizing Compiler is used.
A common problem facing authors of instructional material
for programmers is to establish the experience level and deter
mine the needs of their audience. In her book Mary Ellen
Anderson directs her attention primarily towards the pro
gramming beginner, and approaches the subject from first
principles.
The text begins with a chapter on Basic Programming
Concepts, which explains data organization and configuration,
and describes all the steps involved in solving applications
problems from the design of the system to final documenta
tion. The second chapter covers System/370 concepts and
includes sections on both hardware and software configuration.
The remainder of the book is concerned with PL/1 coding
and debugging, and covers a wide range of subjects from
statement formats to ON conditions and based storage.
Advanced topics such as indexed and regional file organiza
tion, list processing and multitasking have been omitted, and
the chapter on built-in functions includes only those func
tions which are likely to be used in a commercial program,
although LOW and TRANSLATE could well have appeared.
Detailed syntactic rules for statements and built-in func
tions are not included, and it is assumed of course that for
this and additional information the reader will have access to
the appropriate language reference manuals.
The book contains two types of exercises. At logical breaks
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within the chapters are “self reviews” for the student, and at
the end of each chapter are practical questions and exercises.
It is a pity that answers are not provided for the latter, as
this would have increased the book’s value to the student. As
it is he must rely on the availability of an instuctor or advisor
to check his work.
The text is written and arranged in such a way as to allow
a natural development of the subject matter from one section
to the next. Each new topic is introduced by a simple
explanation of the programming principles or business require
ments which lie behind the language facilities and program
ming functions described in the following section. Within each
section also this development continues, with detailed explana
tions of the programming logic and code, as well as numerous
coding examples.
This conversational approach makes the text extremely
easy to follow, and the PL/1 student should have no difficulty
in understanding and assimilating the information presented.
Mrs. Anderson is a Systems Analyst with Eastman Kodak,
a company which is one of the oldest and most dedicated
users of PL/1 in the United States.
This book was originally written as training material for
Eastman Kodak, and so has the benefits of having developed
around the established standards of a major commercial
installation, and of having been in use prior to this publica
tion, and thus subject to review and improvement based on
practical experience.
Although adherence to the standards of a particular installa
tion may not always be suitable for another, the coding
techniques contained in this book are nevertheless based, on
good programming principles, and always provide safe guide
lines for the trainee programmer to follow.
This then is primarily a teaching book for the new. PL/1
user, and is directed particularly towards less experienced
programmers. It may possibly be used as a refresher course,
as suggested by the author, but the conversational text, while
of great value to the beginner, would tend to become rather
tedious for the experienced programmer.
ALAN A. McCANN
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Privacy in Australia — the Morison Report
By A.W. Goldsworthy*

The issue of individual privacy continues to receive considerable public attention. One
of the major aspects of this problem relates to the privacy of information. It is important
for computer practitioners to remain conversant with current developments. This paper reviews
the Report presented by Prof. Morison, which is the first in-depth study of this issue in
Australia.

INTRODUCTION
The problem of the protection of the privacy of
the individual continues to receive considerable public
attention. One of the major aspects of this problem
relates to the privacy of information. It is especially
important that computing practitioners remain con
versant with current developments, because many of
the problems involved are directly related to computer
systems. The privacy issue will continue to remain
a vexed question until adequate legislative controls are
implemented to guard against invasions of privacy.
Its importance will also grow because we are merely
on the threshold of developing and implementing
systems in which this aspect will assume paramount
importance. The current concern being expressed in
this regard in relation to the proposed National Health
Scheme is but one example of this.
In February, 1973 the Australian Computer Society
published a statement of its attitude to data banks
and privacy (1973). There has also appeared in this
Journal a review of the Younger Committee’s Report
on Privacy (Goldsworthy, 1973), a Report presented to
the U.K. Parliament in July, 1972.
On 13th July, 1972, the Standing Committee of
Attorneys-General in Australia commissioned a study
into aspects of information storage and privacy. The
study was put into effect by engaging Professor W. L.
Morison, Faculty of Law, Sydney University, to under
take a study with the following terms of reference:
“To study and report upon to the Standing Com
mittee of Attorneys-General the question of the
protection of the privacy of an individual, having
regard to the increased means of collecting, storing,
retrieving and disseminating information and in
particular —
(a) whether the existing law provides or is capable
of providing sufficient protection;
(b) the identification of matters in respect of which
decisions as to principle may be necessary before
legislative changes are formulated;
(c) what, if any, matters should be the subject of
further investigation; and
(d) what legislative changes could be contemplated,
and incidental matters.”
In February, 1973 Prof. Morison presented his
“Report on the Law of Privacy” (Morison, 1973), to
the Parliament of New South Wales; the idea being

that the New South Wales Minister of Justice would
then present the Report to the Standing Committee of
Attorneys-General. The Report, released in July,
1973, is a document of 71 pages and is in effect only
a preliminary report. The initial phase of the enquiry
consisted of a review of relevant published literature,
information that was sent to Prof. Morison unsolicited,
and the files in the New South Wales Department of
Justice. This Report is Prof. Morison’s conclusions
and recommendations at the end of this initial phase
and its purpose is to enable the Standing Committee to
consider what extension of the form of enquiry might
be justified in the light of the circumstances then
appearing.
Several organisations took the opportunity to submit
evidence and these included the Australian Computer
Society, the Australian Finance Conference, the Aus
tralian Institute of Credit Management, the Credit
Reference Association of New South Wales Ltd. and
the Institute of Mercantile Agents. Several individuals
also submitted evidence.
Scope of Privacy
Morison recognises at the outset the problem of
adequately defining privacy. He adopts the sensible
approach of using a general notion which is quite
adequate for the purposes of his Report. He regards
privacy as the condition of an individual when he is
free from interference with his intimate personal inter
ests by others. The important point is that he views
privacy as a condition rather than a right. He sees
an advantage in separating the condition from the
measures that have to be taken to preserve that con
dition. Morison makes the point that it is not implied
that complete freedom in this respect is anyone’s moral
right or that he has a legitimate claim that such com
plete freedom should be his legal right. However,
it is necessary to be able to focus on the prime issues
involved, and the general notion of privacy adopted
in the Report enables this to be done.
The Report highlights the question of whether there
should be general legislative machinery for the imple
mentation of privacy policy supplemented by legislation
in particular areas, or whether governments should rest
content with legislation in particular areas: the one
aspect which gave rise to minority reports in the
Younger Committee Report (Goldsworthy, 1973).
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Morison recognises the worldwide community demand
for a general privacy policy, at the same time pin
pointing the problem of legislating for a proper degree
of privacy without sacrificing other fundamental human
freedoms.
The Present Situation
The Report considers the existing protection under
the law of tort. Australian courts to date have refused
to recognise the existence of a right of privacy as such
for which there could be a civil remedy. The Report
looks at the various areas of the law in which there
is some existing degree, although limited, of protection
of personal interests. The law relating to assault and
battery, the law of trespass, the law of nuisance, the
tort of passing off, the law of defamation, the tort
of injurious falsehood and the tort of negligence are
all discussed. The Report emphasises the very limited
and very specific protection given by actions in these
areas and quite clearly demonstrates that the protection
of privacy arising from these actions falls far short
of what is required.
Morison then proceeds to look at the prospects for
a tort of infringement of privacy. A common law tort
of infringement of privacy exists in nearly all of the
United States of America.
Several Bills have been introduced in the United
Kingdom with the same object, but to date none has
been successful (Goldsworthy, 1972). The Report
points out the difficulties inherent in tort remedies.
They are spasmodic and uneven in the protection they
offer because of the initiative left to the person affected
to institute action and the heavy expense involved; the
underlying criteria are often vague and render the work
of the court very difficult; and the major remedy of
damages is not the most suitable one for many of the
problems encountered in the privacy area.
Morison finds himself unable to recommend the
establishment of a general tort of infringement of
privacy remedied by damages. He sees greater merit
in the establishment of a right of privacy, actual or
threatened infringement of which would be remedied
by proceeding for declaration of the plaintiff’s rights
and, at the court’s discretion, an injunction to restrain
future infringement. He does not recommend this at
the present time because of his subsequent recommen
dation in regard to a privacy body.
The greater suitability of the remedies of declaration
and injunction to the protection of privacy leads to the
consideration of equitable (in the legal sense) remedies.
The existing resources of equity to deal with infringe
ments of privacy are then discussed in some detail.
In this field the area which is generally regarded as
most significant is the law of breach of confidence. The
Younger Committee recommended that the law relating
to breach of confidence be referred to the Law Com
missions with a view to its clarification and statement in
legislative form. In Morison’s opinion the time is not
ripe for this, and he recommends that a more detailed
examination of this aspect be undertaken by a continu
ing privacy body.
The Report then proceeds to discuss at length some
special relationships which exist in the law of breach
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol, 6, No. 1, March, 1974

of confidence, the law of contract, the law of tort, and
evidentiary privileges to refuse disclosure in court.
These relationships are:
(i) Banker and Customer
(ii) Doctors and Hospitals and their Patients
(iii) The Legal Profession and their Clients
(iv) The Religious Advisor and his Flock
(v) Family Relationships
(vi) Teacher and Student
(vii) Master and Servant
Special Involuntary Relationships
The Report next considers several categories of rela
tionships where the complaints about infringement of
privacy are unconnected with claims of breach of
confidence. These categories are important because
they include some which are of central public concern
and have already been the subject of legislation in Aus
tralia, specifically directed at protection of interests
within the privacy area, or where legislation is reported
to be imminent. For example, the Commonwealth
Attorney-General has, on several occasions, com
mented on the need for laws to protect individual
privacy from electronic bugging and computerised data
banks. He has intimated that the Government would
be taking early legislative action in these areas. In
recent times the privacy aspects of the proposed
National Health Scheme have assumed major import
ance. In this context the Attorney-General has stated
that he is establishing a group to advise him on the
general question of the protection of individual privacy.
He has stated that this group will include experts from
the computing field. The relationships covered in the
Report are:
(i) Credit Agent and Person Seeking Credit
(ii) Debt Collector and Alleged Debtor
(iii) Private Inquiry Agent and Person Investigated
(iv) Data Collectors and Individuals Affected
(v) Government Departments and Authorities and
the Public
(vi) Press and Public
(vii) Broadcasting Bodies and the Public
Under each of these categories the Report discusses
the protection afforded by existing legal provisions,
points out the deficiencies of these, and makes recom
mendations as to how the situation might be improved.
In every instance the over-riding conclusion of the
Report is that the problems which are known to exist
in each one of these areas should be the subject of
further detailed examination by the suggested privacy
body.
Computer Related Aspects
As far as computer practitioners are concerned the
one category of special relevance is that relating to
“Data Collectors and Individuals Affected”. In this
section the Report discusses the question of regulation
of the relationships between the collectors of data
about individuals and the individuals about whom the
data are collected. The discussion is not confined to
only computerised data banks. Morison is influenced
by some of the proposals made by the British Com
puter Society in its evidence to the Younger Committee,
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especially in relation to the setting up of a body to
promote and direct basic research into the nature of
privacy, and to have a watchdog role over develop
ments which might present the threat of intrusions into
privacy. This submission was only partly accepted by
the Younger Committee, the main limitation being that
the functions of the body proposed by it were restricted
to computer problems. Morison does not agree with
this limitation. In this respect he is in agreement with
both the British and Australian Computer Societies;
computer systems or computer based data banks are
only one type in a whole range of systems and data
banks. Morison sees the failure of the Younger Com
mittee to provide a definitive solution as further argu
ment in support of his suggestion for a continuing
privacy body.
In this section Morison also discusses the Informa
tion Storage Bill introduced into the Victorian Parlia
ment in 1971. This Bill is currently being studied by
the Statute Law Revision Committee of the Victorian
Parliament. The Australian Computer Society has
given evidence to the Committee on this Bill and the
Report highlights the many major problems left
unanswered by it. The Report then discusses the
Preservation of Privacy Bill introduced into the New
Zealand Parliament in 1972 and sets out the provisions
of that Bill. The intent of this Bill can only be
described as disastrous and Morison effectively illus
trates its deficiencies. He then discusses two of the
Bills that have been presented in the U.K. Parliament,
so far without success. He recommends against the
passage of legislation similar to either of these Bills.
The Report discusses the submission made by the
Australian Computer Society, which was based on
“Data Banks and Privacy—The Attitude of the A.C.S.”
(1973). Morison believes that the time is not ripe
for passing definitive legislation and argues that
under his proposals the Society would be in a posi
tion to press its recommendations before the body
he recommends be established. In his view the prob
lems of determining what collections the rules should
apply to and what modifications should be necessary
in particular cases are fundamental matters to be solved.
These matters the Society regards as ancillary to the
basic issues involved. He argues that it is only after
policies have been settled on these issues can it be
determined whether there should be comprehensive
legislation or progressive legislative measures proceed
ing from area to area. Morison’s view is that, having
regard to the urgency of positive legislation for those
engaged in computer operation to know where they
stand and tO! give the earliest possible protection to
privacy of the individual where it does not now exist,
it could turn out to be easier to establish protection in
some areas sooner than others than to proceed by com
prehensive legislation.
A Continuing Privacy Body
The whole tenor of the Report is that there is at
present too little detailed knowledge and understanding
of background factors, and a lack of development of
privacy policies. Because of this the major recommen
dations are concerned with the establishment of machi
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nery to perform information gathering functions and
recommend legislation, while at the same time perform
ing remedial functions of a limited kind. The Report
recommends that this machinery should be a continuing
body because of the uneven degree of urgency of the
problems involved, the continuing and changing nature
of may of these problems, the fact that what legisla
tion is passed in the field is likely to be experimental
and should be kept under review, and the fact that by
exercising some remedial functions for individuals such
a body can build up experience to assist its law reform
ing functions.
The Report outlines the functions of such a continu
ing body. These include —
(i) promoting and conducting relevant research,
(ii) undertaking educational activities,
(iii) carrying out inquiries for law reform purposes,
(iv) encouraging and assisting the development of
voluntary codes of conduct,
(v) investigating individual complaints of infringe
ment of privacy,
(vi) working in the field of governmental activity in
relation to the prevention of undesirable dis
closures, the security of files and the prevention
of intrusions of privacy generally.
The Report recommends that there be privacy bodies
in Canberra and the States with their own independent
authority from their own governments, but working in
co-operation for the co-ordination of policy and for the
sake of division of labour in the tasks to be carried
out. Morison makes the point that independent bodies
provide for better security of the civil rights involved.
He does not see that the setting up of a privacy body
by a government should necessarily wait upon Aus
tralia wide agreement. The privacy body is seen as
being a committee with the requisite degree of indepen
dence to engender public confidence in its performance
of its civil right functions and this should be secured
by a combination of governmental, business, legal and
general community representation.
The committee would work with a number of sub
committees, which would devote attention to particu
larly important areas, both in regard to its law reform
problems and negotiations concerning individual com
plaints. The Report suggests that sub-committees
should include representation from those whose acti
vities are likely to be controlled by law reform and
about whose activities persons are likely to complain
as well as representation for the general community.
Morison recommends the establishment of a medical
sub-committee, a credit sub-committee, a data bank
sub-committee, and a public media sub-committee.
The Data Bank Sub-Cominittee
In recommending data banks as one of the four
major areas of sub-committee activity Morison cor
rectly recognises the importance of this aspect in the
whole question of protection of individual privacy.
The activities of this sub-committee would also impinge
upon the work of at least two of the other sub
committees, viz. medical and credit sub-committees.
The functions and activities of this sub-committee are
of direct relevance to computer practitioners.
The Report does not see this sub-committee as being
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limited to computerised data collections, although they
would be a central consideration of it. It would deal
with general issues of privacy raised by data collec
tions and with specific complaints in relation to the
operation of data collections where these had not been
made the subject of consideration by a sub-committee
in a paricular area of data collection. It would act as
a clearing house for the supply of information to groups
and individuals interested in the legal and ethical
aspects of data bank operations. It would conduct
and encourage research, especially into the local scene,
and include examination of the operation of legislation.
It would conduct inquiries with a view to law reform
in the general area or in particular areas. It would
encourage the adoption of and assist in the formulation
of voluntary codes of conduct both for their own value
and as a basis for later legislation where satisfied it
was required. It would make public statements on
issues concerning the proper operation of data banks
both for the purpose of calling attention to or warning
of abuses and for the purposes of reassurance where
alarm might exist and be unjustified. It would
announce itself as prepared to use its good offices in
connection with individual complaints against the effect
on an interest of privacy of the operation of a data
bank and would, where it was unable to satisfy itself
that the complaint had been disposed of, or where it
thought it desirable for any other reason, make a state
ment on the matter at its discretion either public or in
appropriate quarters.
Morison envisages that the composition of the sub
committee should be on the lines of the other sub
committees, working under the chairmanship of the
Chairman of the privacy committee itself, with general
community representation and representation from
those specially concerned in their business and employ
ment with data collections. Its members individually
would be placed under obligations of confidence and
would be given protection against actions for defama
tion and other civil liability in connection with their
work for the committee and a privilege from being —
except in proceedings in respect of failure of duties to
the committee — compellable or competent witnesses
in legal proceedings concerning what they learned of
the affairs of persons or bodies in the course of their
investigations. Morison suggests that to facilitate the
functions of these sub-committees the main committee
should have the powers of a Royal Commission. He
also suggests the registration with the committee of
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names and addresses and particulars of persons and
bodies engaged in a class of activity affecting privacy
of individuals. This would need to be promulgated by
way of regulation from time to time.
Conclusion
The Morison Report is the first study, in any depth,
of the privacy issue in Australia. The Report concen
trates on a legal approach to the problem, but generally
Morison feels that too little is known of the issues
involved to be able to draft adequate legislation at this
point in time. His argument is perhaps supported by
the abysmal failure to date of proposed legislation in
this area to be enacted. There is little doubt that the
problem does require much definitive research and it
is essential that steps be taken to hasten the ultimate
legislation; which is the only real and effective answer
to the problem. His proposals in regard to a continu
ing privacy body with the sorts of functions he outlines
are a practical and worthwhile first step. If properly
established, positive benefits should quickly flow from
such bodies. Experience to date suggests that the sort
of information and experience that would be engendered
by such bodies are very necessary in convincing legis
lators of the need for action in this field.
It is to be hoped that the Standing Committee of
Attorneys-General does act on Morison’s Report and
implement his recommendations. The machinery so
established would provide an effective launching pad
for a positive solution to the problem. Any vacillation
by the Attorneys-General will agravate the rising con
cern which is felt by many people worried about this
issue. Computing practitioners should welcome the
proposals relating to a data bank sub-committee. Such
an approach should provide a forum conducive to
bringing forth sound and worthwhile proposals whilst
at the same time enabling impractical suggestions and
unreasoned fears to be promptly allayed.
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A Review of Computer Applications
in Raw Sugar Manufacture
By C.R. Murry*

The paper reviews applications of computers in the raw sugar manufacturing industry
in Australia. An historical outline of important events from 1960 to 1972 is given and
extended to expected developments in 1973. Various applications are then outlined in more
detail with references to published material where further information can be found.
Mathematical models of the crushing process (both average and dynamic process models),
on-line cane receiving applications, computer application in cane transport studies, a model
of vacuum crystallisation with on-line control studies, and other current applications are
reviewed. Projects to develop a process model for a complete raw sugar factory and to
computer control a slave locomotive in a cane train are also outlined.

INTRODUCTION
The Australian Raw Sugar Industry is often con
sidered ultra-conservative and yet it applies more funds
to research and development in relation to its size
than most Australian industries and runs one of Aus
tralia’s few private Research Institutes. In line with
this forward-thinking attitude the industry has been
involved with automatic data processing for many years.
Also the industry has used automatic control in its
factories for about 40 years. It is not surprising, there
fore, that automatic data processing and direct digital
control are areas of considerable activity in certain
factories. It is even less surprising to find the industry
research and development groups using computers
extensively in their activities. The close association of
the research and development groups with factory staff
leads to quick application of techniques developed
where these techniques appear to have immediate
economic viability. On the other hand a researcher
must be prepared to “sell” his product to the man on
the job and some applications are not immediately
accepted because a fairly long process of “education”
is required to make these applications attractive to
factory staff.
Industry digital computer applications range from
the building of sophisticated process models to almost
trivial applications in, say, plotting farm surveys and
calculating areas of blocks. The computers used are
usually small but a large terminal oriented system is in
use for developing process models while a very small
computer is proposed as a special purpose controller
m another application.
SOME IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS, 1960-1973
The list below shows only some of the “milestones”
m automatic data processing and digital control in the
context of raw sugar factory operations and investiga
tions. It is intended to show both the range of
106nCa^°nS anc^ ^ie*r Pr0§ressI960 A computer programme for an IBM computer
to prepare tables for use in an experiment within

1961
1962
1963

1964
1965

1966

the crushing investigation at the University of
Queensland.
SILLIAC used in an O.R. application study of
crushing planning for a raw sugar factory.
Mechanised accounting at Bingera.
GE225 installed at University of Queensland and
used for data analysis for results from the experi
mental crushing mill.
Papers on digital computer application published
in proceedings of Queensland Society of Sugar
Cane Technologists. “An introduction to elec
tronic data processing and its future in the sugar
industry” (Tait). “Experiences in digital com
putation using the GE225 at the University of
Queensland” (Murry and Munro).
The CSR Co. had installed an ICT 1301 in
Sydney in 1963. This installation was inspected
by the Sugar Industry EDP Committee.
Final report of the Sugar Industry EDP Com
mittee published.
First crushing train simulation results published
(Murry, 1965).
Sugar Research collected digital data from strain
gauges on a crushing mill shaft at Marian using
a “home-made” hard wired data logger with
printed output. (Cullen and Allen, 1968.)
At the Canberra computer conference a remote
terminal to a GE225 in Phoenix, Arizona was
demonstrated.
Following difficulties in preparing and processing
the digital data from the Marian shaft Sugar
Research accepted a proposal for a PDP 8/S
based digital data logging system. (McWhinney
et al, 1970.)
Crushing train simulation at the University of
Queensland was extended to include parameter
estimation from process performance data
(MILSIM) (Murry and Russell, 1969).
Cane transport system performance data was
analysed using the GE225 (Murry and Shepherd,
1969).

'Sugar Research Institute, Mackay.
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1967 “Plant design and modification by digital simu
lation” (Batstone and Prince) published in pro
ceedings of Queensland Society of Sugar Cane
Technologists.
The PDP 8/S based data logger installed in a
mobile laboratory by Sugar Research Institute.
Computer bureau processing of relative percent
age payments was planned and implemented for
Mossman mill (Prince, 1968).
A model to compute settings for 3-roll mills was
developed by Sugar Research and the University
of Queensland (MILSET) (Russell and Murry,
1968).
The PDP 8/S based data logger was used at
Pleystowe to log crushing train data at Pleystowe.
1968 The MILSET-MILSIM programmes were used
as a complete simulation system for crushing
train performance analysis and predictions
(Russell and Murry, 1969).
Extensive digital data logging carried out on
Pleystowe crushing train.
Control system design philosophy developed
(McWhinney and Murry, 1968).
Sugar crystallisation model was being developed
by Sugar Research and the University of Queens
land (Wright & White 1968).
A digital juice sampling control was installed at
Millaquin (Malan, 1969).
1969 An IBM 1130 was installed at Sugar Research.
Applications of the crushing train simulation
system supported the validity and effectiveness of
this approach (Murry, 1971).
The crushing train model was extended on the
GE225 to include process dynamics. (McWhin
ney and Murry, 1969.)
Time series data analysis methods for process
data and small computers developed.
Process control and data processing installation
planned for Mossman.
1970 Mossman ordered IBM 1800.
Fairymead studied an accounting installation to
replace existing automatic accounting machine
and extend data processing ability. (Cullen and
Doherty, 1972.)
Cane transport scheduling system planned for
Sugar Research IBM 1130 as an interactive sys
tem design aid (Shepherd and James, 1972).
Dynamic crushing train model implemented on
IBM 1130 and data analysis of the results of
data logging at Pleystowe commenced.
Service bureau applications for sugar factories
increasing. Particularly the CAPA system at
Tully.
1971 IBM 1800 installed at Mossman with accounting
applications, “on-line” crushing train data
collection for process performance evaluation
against the crushing train model and direct digital
control of imbibition water.
IBM SYSTEM/3 installations at Fairymead and
at Hambledon.
Optimal control studies using hybrid computa
tion and the vacuum pan model carried out by
CSIRO Chemical Engineering and Sugar Re
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search. (Rees et al, 1972.)
Cane transport scheduling system in use for
transport system design and development.
(Shepherd & James, 1972.)
Control seminar for sugar factory staff held in
Brisbane includes sessions on computer control.
(Stitt, 1971 and Irwin, 1971.)
IBM SYSTEM/7 and PDP 11 under considera
tion for “on-line” applications in raw sugar
factories.
1972 Further installations in sugar factories. IBM
1130 at South Johnstone, PDP ll’s at Victoria
and Millaquin, IBM SYSTEM/7 at Fairymead.
Sugar Research PDP 8/S replaced by PDP8e and
mobile laboratory expanded to include analogue
output and digital input/output for control
applications.
Following optimal control studies of vacuum pan
operation (Batterham et al, 1972) full scale trials
on a high-grade pan at Racecourse were under
taken by CSIRO Chemical Engineering and
Sugar Research using the extended facilities of
the mobile laboratory.
Direct digital control of the evaporator station
at Fairymead using mainly digital information
and minimum instrumentation was successful.
“On-line” cane receiving trials at Mossman
linked to cane pay processing and harvest control
reporting.
IBM Systems Development Institute and Sugar
Research studies of process simulation system
for process design and optimisation started. Basic
system designed and implemented. (Bayes et al,
1973.)
Transport schedules developed with computer
aided design successful at Sugar Research mem
ber mills and at CSR Co. mills.
Models to study allocation of cane railway costs
and motor transport queueing developed (Murry
1973, Pinkney 1973).
The list is extended below to include developments
expected during 1973.
1973 More process control applications including
vacuum pan control and juice flow control.
“On-line” cane receiving systems in operation.
First trials of a complete process simulation of
a raw sugar factory using the system developed
at IBM Systems Development Institute. Sugar
Research, the CSR Co. and Bureau of Sugar
Experiment Stations Mill Technology Division
are co-operating in this project.
Further automation of transport scheduling and
studies towards optimisation of cane transport
systems.
Use of a very small computer as a controller for
a “slave” locomotive in cane trains.
Progress towards a computer-based engineering
management control system for co-operating
sugar factories.
As remarked above this list is not exhaustive but is
intended to indicate events that have had some impact
on the development of computer applications in the
raw sugar manufacturing industry. Other quite signifi
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cant events are not included. For example, in 1958
the CSR Company began using a service bureau (IBM
650) for processing and controlling payment analyses
of raw sugar samples from all mills and also carried
out some investigations into optimum polarisation of
raw sugar. In 1966, Ryland at the University of New
England started economic studies involving cane trans
port, size of factory and length of crushing season
which are reported in various publications, for exam
ple, Guise and Ryland, 1969 and 1971, Ryland 1969.
In 1967 CSR installed in Sydney an IBM 360/30
which was used in its raw sugar interests as well as in
other aspects of its business.
DEVELOPMENT OF A PROCESS MODEL
Before a computer process model can be successfully
implemented a good detailed knowledge of the mech
anics of the process is essential. The development of
the crushing train model is a good example of the effort
required to produce a satisfactory process simulation
and of the use of this type of model in process plan
ning, evaluation and improvement.
Studies of the mechanics of sugar cane crushing have
been carried out in Queensland for more than forty
years but intensive studies using pilot scale equipment
were commenced by Sugar Research and by the
University of Queensland Department of Mechanical
Engineering about 1952 (see Murry, 1961). By about
1960 methods had been developed that allowed the
performance of a single crushing unit to be predicted
on the desk. By 1962 the work had extended to allow
desk solution of a complete crushing train (Murry and
Holt, 1967) but because of the “feed-back” paths in
the counter-flow washing of the imbibition system itera
tive methods were required and accurate solution was
extremely tedious.
The installation of the GE225 at the University of
Queensland allowed the desk method already developed
to be automated and a first model (coded in the
autocode WIZ) was produced by 1964. (Murry, 1965.)
This model was crude in concept and inefficient in
computing time and an improved version (coded in
assembler) was produced. This version also allowed
the estimation of model parameters from data easily
collected from the process. This feature is essential to
the validation of all good process models.
During the development of the improved process
model methods for estimating the mill settings were
required. The settings in use at the factories did not
always seem to be the best attainable with the equip
ment concerned in the light of the considerable body
of knowledge which had grown up during the investi
gations to date. Methods were developed, therefore, to
compute automatically the “best” settings for 3-roll
mills (Russell & Murry, 1968). This programme com
pleted the process model of the crushing train by
making the model estimators independent of the par
ticular factory practice when the model was to be used
for process evaluation. Now the model could be used
to predict a “standard” performance for a particular
plant (Murry, 1971).
By 1969 the whole system had been re-coded for the
IBM 1130 (in FORTRAN) and was in use in process
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evaluation studies for various factories. The success
of these studies supported the validity of the model
which by 1971 was in use at Mossman in conjunction
with on-line data collection of milling train variables
for routine evaluation of the crushing train per
formance.
In 1967 the PDP 8/S based data logger was used at
Pleystowe to collect data for a study of the dynamics
of the crushing train. In planning these studies the
development of a dynamic crushing model was an
essential element. It was found feasible to extend the
static or average model already developed into the
dynamic regime by the inclusion of suitable transport
delays and capacity functions for the juice and bagasse
handling systems. This model was implemented on the
GE225 in 1968 and its characteristics studied.
A somewhat improved version for the IBM 1130
was coded and during 1970 and 1971 validation studies
were undertaken. The validation of a dynamic process
model using factory logged data from a continuous
process poses some special problems. The factory
process never reaches steady state conditions because of
the variations introduced by raw materials and outside
factory influences (e.g. steam pressure to the prime
movers). In addition mill stops introduce further dis
turbances from time to time. On the other hand it is
difficult to devise any method to start the model from
other than steady state conditions and so a “point by
point” validation of the model is virtually impossible.
This situation may be contrasted with the simulation
of, say, a missile launching where both the model and
the “process” start from the same conditions.
To overcome these problems, validation techniques
using data analysis methods involving auto- and cross
correlation techniques, spectral density analysis and
Fourier smoothing were developed. These programmes
were designed to run in the IBM 1130 which, at the
time, had only a 4k memory.
By 1972 validation of the model was considered
satisfactory and the model can now be used in control
studies to estimate the variations to be expected in the
outputs from the crushing train (McWhinney, 1972).
The industry now has computer based models of the
crushing process for evaluation, development and plant
design both for average and dynamic conditions. The
investment required to develop these models was con
siderable but the improved knowledge of the process
that has collected and the success of applications in the
industry easily covers the cost. On the other hand the
task is not complete as the model parameters must be
kept up to date as techniques in the factory change
and improve.
THE CANE RECEIVING PROBLEM
As long ago as 1963 automatic processing of cane
payment data was proposed as a suitable computer
application (Tail, 1962). The Sugar Industry EDP
Committee investigated this application in detail. More
recently, in studying proposals for the installation of
computers in raw sugar factories, the automation of the
cane receiving station has been studied in some detail
as an application suitable for on-line data acquisition
and computer control.
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The basic cane receiving tasks
Analysis of the functions of the cane receiving station
leads to the definition of a series of simple tasks as
listed below:
1. Collect data from the consignment documents pro
vided by the supplier with each delivery of cane.
2. Weigh the cane and identify the containers.
3. Allot the cane supplied to the correct supplier by
reference to 1 and 2 above.
4. Arrange the sample sequence and sample rate by
reference to 2 and 3 above.
5. Record the tipping of containers into the carrier.
6. Start sample tracking and control juice sampling.
7. Collect data from the juice laboratory for each
sample.
8. Calculate CCS from 7 above.
9. Calculate “units” from 8 and 4 above.
Each of these tasks could be carried out more or
less automatically under computer control. However,
it should be possible, in addition, to automate the
tipping of containers to maintain approximately con
stant rate of cane to the crushing station by using the
predetermined weight of the containers of cane and the
desired rate for crushing. This automation is only
possible if suitable mechanical handling equipment can
be provided without undue expense.
Studies carried out to date have not provided prac
tical means to enter the data from the consignment
documents (1. above) automatically and the systems
planned use keyboard entry for this data. Depending
on the circumstances, it might be advantageous to use
the keyboard operator to carry out all of the tasks 1,
2 and 3 providing, perhaps, automatic entry of con
tainer weight under manual control of the weighbridge.
If the number of containers in use is not too large,
however, automatic recognition of the container’s serial
number is not too expensive and task 3 can then be
given to the computer.
Sample control, task 4, involves only determination
of sampling rate for a system in which the cane enters
the carrier by only one means, but in more complicated
systems the sequence of accepting cane from various
weighbridges must also be controlled and recorded.
This sequence must be matched with the actual tipping
of containers at the carrier (task 5) and conveyed to
the juice laboratory for sample control in the labora
tory where the samples are provided by the functions
of task 6 which provides sample tracking from the tip
to the juice sample from the first mill and control of
the sampling rate for juice for continuous sampling for
cane quality.
In concept and technologically a fully automated
juice laboratory (task 7) is feasible but some problems
in providing cane payment data strictly compatible
with present methods might arise. The cost of auto
matic analysis could probably be justified. To date no
automatic juice analysis has been implemented in
practice.
Tasks 8 and 9 are trivial and only extend data
collected on file from the previous tasks. This final
(extended) file provides prime data for cane payment
accounting and harvest control reporting. As a by
product, container usage data and crushing rate data
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 7, March, 1974

can be obtained and if data is included in the consign
ment documents about burning and cutting times data
can be reported for transport and harvesting delays.
Implementation
No fully automated system has yet been implemented
in practice because of difficulties with ancillary hard
ware (for example the container recognition and the
weighbridge-computer interface). However an auto
matic system has been implemented under simulated
conditions by simulating the process interface functions
of the IBM 1800 on the IBM 1130 by using the 1130
keyboard. It is believed that this system (later tried
briefly on the 1800 at Mossman) would give satisfac
tory performance with reliable “process peripherals”.
In the meantime Mossman has installed a semi
automatic system which reduces the amount of manual
entry so far as is possible. Fairymead, on the other
hand, is about to implement a semi-automatic system
without automatic container recognition. Both these
systems use computer based sample tracking systems.
CANE TRANSPORT STUDIES
In 1965 Sugar Research began an investigation into
the performance of cane transport systems and, in
particular, cane railways. At about the same time
the CSR Co. was carrying out somewhat similar
studies. Part of the results of this work was reported
at the 1968 Conrgess of the International Society of
Sugar Cane Technologists. (Murry, 1968 and Chap
man, 1968.) These studies led, in general, to sugges
tions for track and rolling stock improvements and to
scheduled operation of the cane trains. At least in the
Sugar Research studies the data analysis was carried
out by computer programmes developed for the GE 225
at the University of Queensland.
Following these system studies two possible ways of
providing computer assistance for transport scheduling
were investigated. One was the simulation of a cane
railway system, but preliminary studies suggested that
this method would not be fruitful because the factors
influencing the arrangement of schedules and the data
required were too complex at the current state of
knowledge. It was decided, therefore, to follow the
second method and build an interactive design system
for the IBM 1130 which would take the tedious load
of record keeping and arithmetic off the designer and,
as the system developed, make certain decisions of a
routine nature automatically.
The system developed was in use by 1971 and is
reported by Shepherd and James (1972). It represents
the cane railway as a simple branched system connect
ing delivery points, storage yards and branch points
and provides facilities for the designer to build loco
motive runs and maintain them on file. Checks are
made on the validity of the designer’s instructions at
every step. At the end of the design the system pro
vides summary information and plots locomotive run
ning charts and yard stock charts for both full and
empty trucks. Average estimated delay from cutting to
crushing is also computed.
This design tool has been most successful in prac
tice. Present efforts are aimed at automating some of
the standard run building procedures to allow the
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computer system to accept more of the routine work
involved. It is also hoped that optimisation studies will
be undertaken by the James Cook University of North
Queensland with the co-operation of Sugar Research.
AN ESSENTIALLY DYNAMIC PROCESS MODEL
The vacuum pan model
In the raw sugar factory the crystallisation process
is carried out in batch vessels known as vacuum pans.
This process has received considerable study and a
model was proposed by Wright and White (1968) and
has since been developed further at Sugar Research.
Efficiency in sugar boiling (as the process is called)
means effective use of the available vessels and a high
rate of crystallisation is very desirable. On the other
hand the concentration of the super-saturated solution
in which the crystals grow (the molasses) must be kept
below a level at which crystals form spontaneously
because stringent control on the size distribution of
the crystals is a marketing quality requirement. Indeed,
under very poor conditions, a wide spread of crystal
size can also impede the centrifugal separation of the
crystals from the molasses which is the next stage in
the process.
A model of this process, therefore, is essentially time
dependent. The model has been implemented in FOR
TRAN on the IBM 1130. A second version has been
coded in CSMP for the IBM 1130 and a similar version
has been implemented in an analogue machine. The
model was developed mainly for performance predic
tion but has also been used extensively in control
studies for the sugar boiling process.
Optimal control studies
The vacuum pan model has been used in optimal
control studies in a project carried out by CSIRO
Chemical Engineering Division and Sugar Research.
The hybrid installation in the Clayton laboratories of
CSIRO was used in these studies (Rees et al, 1972)
and also a computer controlled model pan was used to
verify the results of the computer simulated studies.
These studies resulted in a proposal for vacuum pan
control based on the model and using a digital com
puter to maintain various mass balances and to provide
the control loops (Batterham et al, 1972).
Implementation of the control system
The control system was implemented for experimen
tation and development at full factory scale on a large
vacuum pan at Racecourse mill in 1972 using the Sugar
Research PDP8e and a modified version of the inter
pretive algebraic language FOCAL. Certain problems
in instrumentation occurred but, in general, the project
was quite successful. It is expected that an industrial
implementation of the control scheme will be in use at
Mossman in 1973.
DIRECT DIGITAL CONTROL
A philosophy for the development of control systems
was developed by Sugar Research (McWhinney and
Murry, 1968) and has been further developed in
subsequent studies. In general, these studies lead to
the following principles:
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• Control should be designed in terms of the known
system dynamics.
• Minimal control, sufficient for the purpose, with
simplicity as the keynote, is essential.
• When computer control is to be used direct digital
control (and not set point supervision of conven
tional controllers) should be implemented.
• If possible transducers with digital output and con
trol elements accepting digital input should be used
to avoid noise and difficulties of AD and DA
conversions.
It appears that, in general, a “two-loop” controller
is most desirable. In this system the variable to be
controlled is measured directly and an inner loop sets
the control to obtain the desired value of the variable.
The “desired value” is obtained by measuring some
other variable or variables of the process and comput
ing a value from them to be used by the inner loop.
For example if it is intended to control imbibition
water addition proportional to fibre rate in the crush
ing train, an inner loop which consists of flow-meter,
computer and flow control valve carries out the basic
control to obtain a flow as represented by the “desired
value” held in the computer memory. The desired
value is computed from, say, suitably weighted running
averages of the product of work opening and speed
of the first and last mills. This computation may be
carried out at a quite different frequency from that at
which the inner loop runs. The data collection for this
computation might be at, yet another frequency.
A system similar to that outlined above was imple
mented at Mossman and has performed in a most
acceptable manner. The control valve is a simple motor
driven butterfly valve which is controlled by two digital
output lines one for closing and one for opening the
valve. The desired line is activated for a suitable time
to give a valve adjustment in the correct direction. If
the flow is within a reasonable tolerance band around
the desired value no action is taken.
An even simpler digital controller may be imple
mented for level control. Only float switches are
required as sensors to provide say two inner and two
outer control limits. Action to operate the control
valve is then initiated only if the one of the inner limit
bits is on. If both inner and outer bits are on emer
gency action is taken and in addition a warning
arranged for the process supervisor.
Controls similar to that described above have proved
successful on the level controls for the Fairymead
evaporators.
OTHER CURRENT APPLICATIONS
Other applications at present in use are briefly
mentioned below.
Cane railway cost model
A cost model for allocating the costs of cane railway
haulage to the individual delivery points in the system
has been developed (Murry, 1973). This model is an
aid to making decisions about extending or closing parts
of a cane railway system either by replacing an existing
method or introducing a new method. Comparative
studies of various proposals can be made.
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Field survey calculations and plotting
The data collected by chain and compass survey of
cane field “blocks” is usually plotted manually to
establish closure and the area determined by planimeter. Some years ago a programme was developed
to process this data by computer for closure and area
and provide a plan of the field on a digital plotter
(Grimley and Berry, 1968).
Motor transport queue modelling
Since many mills have at least some motor transport
delivery to the mill yard a Monte Carlo model of the
resulting queue has been implemented for the IBM
1130 and validated (Pinkney, 1973).
Accounting, cost control, farm statistics
Applications in all these areas are current. Many
are carried out by service bureau arrangements, others
on the mill’s own equipment. In particular farm pro
ductivity statistics are collected by the CAPA project
at Tully, Mossman is collecting similar statistics and
the Bureau of Sugar Experiment Stations is running a
computer-based farm management scheme.
NEW APPLICATIONS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
The two applications outlined below are at present
under development.
PROCESS MODEL FOR A COMPLETE FACTORY
The IBM Systems Development Institute, Sugar
Research, the Colonial Sugar Refining Company and
the Bureau of Sugar Experiment Stations are jointly
developing a model for the whole sugar factory. A
general purpose solution system has been developed
(Bayes et al, 1973) for this pupose and provides facili
ties for the solution of process models where the
problem is presented as a block-oriented system.
The solution programme
The solution programme has the following features:
® The blocks of the process are specified by FOR
TRAN sub-routines of very simple structure.
• The connections between blocks are entered as data,
making the reconfiguration of the plant very easy.
• The programme provides a very wide range of solu
tion techniques. A “language” is defined in which
the solution algorithm is specified.
• The programme permits parameter estimation from
measured stream values.
The programme is written entirely in FORTRAN
and is applicable to a wide range of processes.
Unit block subroutines
If a process block is able to be solved directly with
outputs computed in terms of inputs only then a simple
“explicit” subroutine which accepts input variables
from its parameter list and returns output variables
via the parameter list can be used. However, many
process blocks cannot be solved in terms of input
variables only. For example, the performance of a
heat exchanger usually depends on both input and out
put temperatures. In these cases desk solution of
the unit process equations is usually carried out by
iterative or graphical methods unless special functions
for solution have been developed.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 1, March, 1974

In the programme system developed, however, the
process is represented in “implicit” form. In the
implicit form, if a block has n outputs then n equa
tions are set up each defining an “error” as a function
of inputs and outputs. When the values of the outputs
are correctly assigned these errors will all be zero.
Viewed algebraically, a set of non-linear functions may
have many solutions that will conform to the above
requirement. On the other hand, since the problem
block represents a real physical situation only one
solution is likely to have a meaning and, providing
starting estimates are provided that are of the right
magnitude it is unlikely that other solutions will "be
found by the programme. In exercising the system to
date, this assumption has been found satisfactory in
most cases.
Control of solution technique
The system developed allows the user to control the
solution technique by providing as data a “pro
gramme” which specifies the steps to be taken in carry
ing out the solution. Several related blocks may be
solved in one programme step by using one of the
various (standard) “optimisation” programmes avail
able to the system. On the other hand, blocks may be
solved one at a time in sequence and an iterative
method invoked by branching back to a previous step
if an error criterion is not satisfied.
If the only requirement of the system was the solu
tion of problems such as, say, a crushing train simula
tion from given input data and parameters this would
be all that was necessary. It is intended, however, that
the system cope with two other circumstances, namely,
• The determination of an input quantity when an
output variable is known, for example, steam flow
into an evaporator set when output syrup concen
tration is known.
• The determination of process parameters from pro
cess data measured in the factory.
The first of these requirements also allows, in con
cept, the handling of major factory loops, for example,
the loop defined by the crushing train-boiler station
system where the crushing train performance deter
mines the fuel quality which in turn determines the
steam supply and so the steam pressure to the crushing
train prime movers which influences the crushing train
performance.
To handle these requirements a special purpose
block (called a supervisor block) has been designed
which accepts as inputs “desired values” of the vari
ables, the corresponding variable values, and values of
variables to be “controlled” to attain the values
required. These latter “controlled” variables are then
manipulated (by the same optimisation routines as are
used in process solutions) to reduce the differences
between the “desired” and “current” values of the
variables concerned to acceptably small values.
Process models
The crushing train model requires only the addition
of prime mover steam consumption estimators to be
complete for this project and has been used to test the
solution system. The evaporator station has been
successfully modelled by the system, including vapor
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bleeding and juice heating. Work is in progress on the
boiler station. It is proposed to model a boiler as a
combustion chamber and a series of heat exchangers
representing the evaporator, economiser, superheater
and air preheater. Some preliminary work has been
carried out on developing an “average” model of the
crystallisation process by using, amongst other things,
the vacuum pan model to estimate process parameters.
No work has yet been undertaken on the clarification
station.
A COMPUTER CONTROLLED SLAVE
LOCOMOTIVE
To reduce running costs on cane railways and, par
ticularly, at factories where hauling conditions are
difficult it is desirable to have more locomotive power
available for a single train without an extra crew.
Larger locomotives or “double heading” are not always
practicable because of limitations of track, bridges and
drawgear. These problems may be avoided by placing
a second locomotive of normal size about § of the way
along the train. This locomotive must then be under
control of the driver in the lead locomotive. This is
essentially the basic principle of the LOCOTROL
system in use for some time in Canada and the USA
and under trial by Queensland Government Railways
(Stephens, 1972).
Radio control of mechanical equipment is quite
satisfactory under these conditions (Sugar Research has
developed a radio controlled brake waggon, for exam
ple). A “hard-wired” logic system for the slave loco
motive could be designed, but, with the advent of
“programmable read only memory” and computer de
signs allowing minimum configurations tailored to the
application, it seems feasible to use a very small com
puter to decode the messages from the lead locomotive,
and take action accordingly. This computer can also
be used to provide suitable control loops in the servo
mechanisms required and to do some monitoring of the
locomotive engine and torque converter and issue
warnings if necessary.
It is planned to use a PDP 16M in a prototype
development for this application and the basic design
has been carried out and equipment ordered.
CONCLUSION
The raw sugar industry is developing considerable
expertise in the areas of automatic data processing and
computer control. Applications in research and deve
lopment are using modern techniques in both software
development and hardware utilisation. Applications in
the factories are increasing rapidly as developments of
the work being carried out in research and develop
ment. The industry’s conservative attitudes are serving
it well in avoiding the unprofitable or technically
unsuccessful applications of computers often reported
from elsewhere.
In the not too distant future one might envisage the
industry taking advantage of the technology developed
in data communication and data base applications by
using a central system or a network of systems to serve
factories all along the Queensland coast. A co-operative
system of this kind could give the factories advantages
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of the economy of scale of computing facility not
available to them in other ways. It is not inconceivable
that such a system could, in fact, run major control
algorithms for factories with only minimum installa
tions for data handling and process input/output
actually installed at the factory site.
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Book Reviews
Computational Methods in Ordinary Differential Equations,
J. D. Lambert. John Wiley & Sons, London, 1973.
pp. xv + 278, $15.25.
The appearance of a significant and important book on the
numerical solution of ordinary differential equations is a
comparatively rare event: Collatz (1951), Milne (1953), Henrici
(1962, 1963), and now this book. Since the publication of
the masterly treatises of Henrici there has been considerable
research activity, both in the direction of clarifying properties
and extending the analysis of known methods, and in the
provision of special methods for special classes of problems.
A reader unacquainted with the literature in the field of
ordinary differential equations will probably not recognize the
wealth of scholarship and originality behind the writing of
this book. J. D. Lambert became established as a contributor
to that literature in the sixties; he is now shown to be a
teacher and writer in a class well above average, for most of
the developments of the past decade have been reworked in
such a way as to illuminate essential points, to facilitate
comparisons, and to enable the novice to grasp fundamental
concepts as easily as possible.
The book deals with the development and analysis of
numerical methods for the initial value problem in ordinary
differential equations. Boundary value problems are discussed
briefly in the appendix, and then only to the extent that initial
value methods are applicable. The author’s preface states
that he has tried to steer a middle course between formal
mathematical analysis on the one hand and detailed computerprograms on the other; there are few theorems stated and
fewer proved, and no flow charts or computer listings.
References to proofs are given, and the notation adopted is
consistent with that used by Henrici so that the student who
wishes may follow the more detailed analysis without resort
ing to the mental gymnastics often required when attempting
to reconcile treatments by different authors. There are
numerous exercises, many of which require access to a com
puter, and the text also contains worked examples, some
designed to show the limitations of particular methods.
Chapter 1 deals with necessary preliminaries in the way of
notation, existence of a solution, the analytic solution of first
order linear systems with constant coefficients, and of linear
difference equations with constant coefficients.
Chapters 2 to 7 restrict consideration to the case of a
single first order differential equation; the extension to systems
(often requiring only a minor change in notation) is discussed
later. Chapter 2 contains the basic theory of linear multistep
methods. Three methods of derivation are covered: Taylor’s
series, quadrature, and interpolation (both polynomial and
spline). Discussion of convergence, error constant, and order
lead to consideration of local and global truncation errors.
Consistency and zero-stability are introduced in the conven
tional manner and their connection with the characteristic
polynomials is explained. It should be noted that the author
has introduced qualifying adjectives in order to distinguish
between the various types of stability that abound in this
subject. The consequences of using inconsistent or unstable
methods are clearly illustrated by examples, and Dahlquist’s
results on the attainable order of zero-stable methods are
presented.
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Chapter 3 discusses the application of linear multistep
methods. The provision of starting values, the choice of step
size, and for implicit methods the solution of the nonlinear
equations at each step, are covered. Error bounds, both local
and global, are discussed and a thorough analysis of stability
is given before the application of multistep methods in various
P(EC)m and P(EC)mE predictor-corrector modes is analysed
with respect to these criteria. The effect of modifiers is also
mentioned briefly. It is this chapter, the longest in the book,
that the reader with a problem to solve will probably find the
most useful.
Chapter 4 deals with Runge-Kutta methods from the
traditional standpoint, deriving methods of order up to 3 and
quoting higher order processes. Error bounds and stability
properties are presented, and implicit and block methods are
also discussed. Hybrid methods are treated in chapter 5, but
the comparative scarcity of source material necessitates more
frequent reference to the original papers. However, local
truncation error and weak stability are discussed from a
general point of view for this class of methods.
Chapter 6 discusses extrapolation methods, mainly those
using Richardson extrapolation, but there is a brief descrip
tion of the rational extrapolation procedures initiated by
Bulirsch and Stoer. In chapter 7 various methods for special
problems are collected: Obrechkoff methods, Gautschi’s
method using trigonometric approximations, and for problems
with singularities methods due to Lambert himself.
The first part of chapter 8 details the modifications to the
theory required to extend the various methods to systems of
first order equations, classifying methods as applicable,
component-applicable, or not applicable to such systems. The
larger part of this chapter is an excellent introduction to
methods for stiff systems. After defining A stability, A(a)
stability, and Gear’s stiff stability, the author discusses general
properties
of rational approximations to the exponential
function and then the difficulties of solving implicit systems
of equations arising from stiff problems.
Chapter 9 covers multistep methods for the solution of
special second order differential equations, and the appendix
gives a brief description of shooting methods for two point
boundary value problems. There are 182 references.
This book is required reading for all numerical analysts,
and will
be found useful for reference by teachers of
numerical methods courses, as a text for any course that goes
beyond introductory numerical techniques for ordinary
differential equations, and together with Henrici’s books as
a text for an advanced course on this topic. It may also be
useful to the practitioner who has a problem to solve but
lacks access to a numerical analyst or an up-to-date library of
computer subroutines.
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An Application of Coset Enumeration
By I.D. Macdonald2*

The application consists of the construction by machine of a group G of exponent 8 and order 8192,
with the property that every element of order 8 lies in the Frattini subgroup <j> (G).

1. INTRODUCTION.
This note describes the solution of a problem in group
theory by means of electronic calculation, a method made
feasible by the fact that an investigation into the properties
ofjust one particular group was required.
While noting Hall (1959) as a general reference on group
theory we feel that a minimal amount of terminology is
inescapable before the problem can reasonably be stated.
Thus a finitep-group is a finite group in which every element
has p-power order, p being a prime number. If G is a finite
group than its Frattini subgroup <P(G) is usually defined as
the intersection of all the maximal subgroups of G. It is a
standard theorem that when G is a finite 2-group <P(G) is
the smallest subgroup containingthe square of every element
in G.
The problem is to find a finite p-group G in which <P(G)
contains all the elements of maximal order, and while this
has been current among the small change of group theorists
for quite some time the only reference to it in the literature
seems to be in problem 8 at the end of the paper of Berkovic
(1971). At first sight the property demanded of G may appear
to be unlikely, certainly none of the familiar p-groups of
small order have it. The problem is cognate with the socalled Hughes problem, a more difficult question about
whether all the elements ot maximal order can lie in a sub
group of “large” index; see Macdonald (1969).
The problem as stated was in fact solved (in 1965) by
constructing a group G of order 213 with elements of order 8
(but no larger order), all such elements being inside d>(G).
Construction and proof were performed by tedious and
intricate calculation, in the sense of “hand” calculation,
with group elements. For various reasons publication of this
result was delayed, and it finally appeared in Macdonald
(1970).
It was later noticed that there was a resemblance to one
of the groups studied by Leech (1963) among computer
results. In fact the two groups are isomorphic, and so the
question arose of showing that the group in the form given
by Leech (1963) had the property explained above, for
Leech’s business with the group was quite different. This
situation was the stimulus to construct our example and
verify its properties once again, this time by machine compu
tation ; indeed we put this forward as the justification for the
present note.
A programme for the coset enumeration algorithm was
therefore written, tested, and modified to carry out the
calculations outlined above. Some details follow.
2. COSET ENUMERATION.
In this section we make remarks of a general nature on
coset enumeration. This process arises from a decision

problem concerning finitely presented groups which is
recursively insoluble in the sense of mathematical logic.
(Kleene, 1964). Let P be a presentation consisting of a finite
number of generators and a finite number of relations, and
let G be the group so defined; suppose that a further finite
set of words in the generators is given, and let 77 be the
subgroup generated by them. The problem is to decide
whether or not 77 has finite index in G. Though as we have
noted this is recursively insoluble an algorithm that is useful
in many practical cases was given by Todd and Coxeter
(1936); a more convenient reference is the book of Coxeter
and Moser (1957). The mathematics of this algorithm were
studied and considerably clarified by Trotter (1964).
The algorithm will terminate if the index of 77 in G is
finite, as Trotter shows, though of course time, space or
patience may become exhausted long before this happens.
But suppose that in some particular case the algorithm
terminates. Then the information in the coset table is much
more than just the integer that is the index of 77 in G. For
instance, we can obtain a permutation representation of G
on the right cosets of 77 (described in theorem 5.3.1. of
Hall (1959)). The kernel of the representation will be the
largest normal subgroup N of G that is contained in 77, the
so-called core of 77; and so the representation will be faithful
if and only if TV = 1.
Another byproduct of the tables is a set of representatives
of the right cosets of 77 in G. There are several ways of
finding such a set, perhaps the most simple is that indicated
by the lemma in McKay (1970). So if 77 = 1 then we have
not only enumerated the elements of G, we can also list them
as words in the generators. In the general case we can in
fact find a presentation of 77 using the coset representatives
(Mendelsohn 1970), and can then attempt a coset enumera
tion in 77 modulo a suitable subgroup. If this enumeration
is successful with subgroup K then we can find representa
tives of the cosets of Kin 77; and hence of the cosets of K
in G. Clearly this procedure could be repeated as often as
one desires, at least in theory.
3. PROGRAMMING THE ALGORITHM.
Since cosets can be enumerated by one of the most simple
group-theoretical algorithms, at least from the programming
point of view, it is hardly surprising that abundant attention
has been given to coset enumeration programmes. We may
mention the programmes of Leech (1963, 1970) of Trotter
(1964), and of M. J. Beetham (unpublished); there are
others, some of which may be found in the Proceedings of
the Conference containing (Leech 1970).
It was decided to write a coset enumeration programme in
ICL FORTRAN IV. There is no special merit in the out
come, indeed it is a crude specimen of its kind, but as it
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offered the advantage of familiarity it was readily adapted
for the task in hand. Though none of the existing pro
grammes was consulted during this work some tactics are
clearly common to all. For instance fast access to the coset
table is required in a random fashion, so backing store
should be avoided and the limiting factor is the permissible
size of the coset table.
If a presentation on DG generators is given then the
integers 1,..., DG represent these generators in the
machine while —1,..., —DG represent the respective
inverses. Suppose we enumerate right cosets of H in G, then
these cosets are also labelled or represented by integers,
positive this time, with H represented by 1. Given coset I
and element J we are interested in the coset CO(I,J) which is
their product; note that CO(I,J) = K if and only if CO(K, —J)
= I. In fact the coset table was stored linearly in an array
ICO with CO(I,J) and CO(I,—J) packed into one 24-bit
word by means of a supplied subroutine (which means
that we are at once restricted to at most 4096 cosets.) As
in Trotter’s programme an “extra column” indexed by
/—in fact a further array JCO—was used though in a defi
nitive programme one would want to dispense with this.
Still in the interests of simplicity a straightforward version
of the algorithm was favoured. Application of relation M to
coset N is made in a subroutine APPLY(A/, A) with (M,N)
increasing in lexicographic order. Suppose relation M is
Xj... xp = 1 where each x is a generator or the inverse of a
generator, and make sure at the start that no formal cancella
tion is possible. We form Ax;1, Nx^xfi},..., using the
coset table. If we are halted by a blank entry in the table
then we form Nxu Axpx,,..., and if there remains a gap
between the two lots of working then we can certainly close
it by making enough new definitions. Once we have closed
we can see whether or not we have obtained a redundancy,
that is a coset with two different labels.
The treatment of redundant cosets is at the heart of the
algorithm. When such collapsing starts it is necessary to
store information as it arrives; in general one coset will be
known to have many labels which are stored chainwise in
JCO. Suppose that we find IM and IT with /M>/7’labelling
the same coset, then comparison of CO(IM,K) and CO
(IT,K) for K = ±1, • • • ±DG may be expected to give
further redundancies. Let us fix K and put
JM = CO(IM, K),JT = CO(IT, K),
and let us describe how we alter the entries in “column K
of CD”, by means of a subroutine STORE.
(i) If JM = 0 then do nothing. Otherwise replace JM by
the lowest coset in its chain, and proceed to (ii).
(ii) IfJT = 0 then put
CO(IT, K) = JM, CO(JM, —K) = IT,
CO(IM, K) = O.
Otherwise replace JT by the lowest coset in its chain,
and proceed to (iii).
(iii) If JM — JT change CO as in (ii). Otherwise let KM,KT
be the larger, smaller of JM, JT respectively, and put
CO(IT, K)=KT, CO(KT, -K) = IT,
CO{IM, K) = KM, CO(KM, —K) = O.
The emphasis is on using at all times the smallest
possible integer to label a given coset.
Another subroutine PROCESS is needed; its purpose is
to compare “rows X and Y of CO” for all reduntant X with
least known equivalent Y (this tends to accelerate the
collapsing process, though this may not always be the best
tactics.) It will be quite usual for PROCESS to call STORE
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 6, No. 1, March, 1974

as redundancies are found. Eventually the situation stabi
lises, all redundancies found have been processed, and use of
APPLY starts again. Processed redundancies are marked in
JCO, and every now and then they are cleared out (by
CONSOL) in an orgy of relabelling; when there are (say)
250 or more in a stable situation, or when storage space is
nearly full.
The programme was developed on-line, at least in part,
and was tested at various stages by a selection of old
favourites among enumerations, namely
(i) G = gp {a : a10 = a12 = a16 = 1}, // = 1;
(ii) G = gp {a,b} with relations got by eliminating c, d, e
from ab = c, be = d, cd = e, de = a, ea = b,
and H= 1;
(iii) G = gp {a,b : as = V = (ab)2 = (a^b)2 = 1},
H = gp{a2, a-'b}.
The programme will also determine the index of H in G
when G has no relations and so is free; an interesting case
of this when a redundancy arises is
G = gp {a,b},H—gp{a2,b~, (ab)2, (ba)2, a~xb~xab}.
We turn next to the modifications of the coset enumeration
programme that had to be made for our particular problem.
First we note that the presentation of the group G in question
(cf. Leech (1963)) consists of the set of generators {a,b} and
8 relations ofthe form x4 where x takes the values
a, b, ab, arxb, a2b, ab2, arxbab, alMab.
An enumeration shows that H — gp {a2, ab} has 27 cosets in
G. If we put c = a2, d = ab, so that H=gp {c, d), then it is
obvious that the relations
c2 = di — (cd)x = (cd2y = 1
hold in H. It is not obvious that these relations suffice to
define H, but another enumeration shows that they define
a group of order 28. (Leech (1963) implicitly argues that G
must have order 213 by comparison with the known structure
of the Burnside group B (4,2) oforder 212.)
Suppose that the core of H is N. Then we have a faithful
representation of GjN, but we cannot use this directly
because we do not “know” the elements of GjN in the sense
that we do not have a list of them. However coset representa
tives can be found as in McKay (1970) both for G modulo H
and for what we hope is H modulo 1 from the respective
enumerations, and this enables us to enumerate the elements
of G as words in {a:tl, b±r}; each of these can then be
represented as a permutation of the 27 cosets of H in G.
This was done and it was found that the 213 resulting words
represented distinct elements of G because no two permuta
tions were the same. This allows us to conclude first that
N = 1 and secondly that H has order 26; so G has order 213.
Now we wanted to say something about the orders of the
elements in G, which we do simply by expressing each ele
ment as a permutation of degree 27, decomposing this into
disjoint cycles, and examining the order of each cycle. Some
care in organising the programme is necessary. Coset
representatives were found in preliminary runs and their
maximum length noted so that correct dimensions of arrays
to be used were available. At the end of the day H was
enumerated first, and coset representatives found, expressed
as words in {a:tl, b--1} and stored. Then the 27 cosets of H
in G were enumerated. Let /be a typical coset; its representa
tive /' was found, and then CO(K, J') found and stored for
1 < K < 128. For fixed J, let /' be one of the 26 listed
elements of Hstored earlier; then/' and J' define an element
of G and it is clear how its order is examined. Keeping /
fixed we vary /', and then we vary /, thus running through
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the 213 elements of G. If we consider each element as a word
in {a±1, b±r} it is easy to see whether or not it lies in 0 (G).
4. RESULTS AND REMARKS.
After the machine had done its work the following table
was obtained; row 1 refers to elements in 0 (G), row 2 to
elements not in 0 (G), and column n gives the number of
elements with order 2"_1.
1

415

1120

512

0

0

6144

0

The total number is of course 8192; note that 0 (G) contains
29 elements of order 8. The important thing however is that
all elements of order 8 lie in 0 (G). This solves the problem
stated at the start, and indeed gives rather more information
than that in the earlier paper (Macdonald (1970)).
It may be worth trying to indicate why the same group
appeared in two contexts. Leech (1963) was mainly interested
in finding a set of defining relations for the group B (4, 2),
none of which could be omitted, so he would want to show
that omission of any one of his relations for B (4, 2) gives a
bigger group; omission of (a^b^aby gave the above
group G. As for the Frattini subgroup problem, some
reflection shows that if an example P exists then P/N will
have a similar property if it has the same exponent (N is a
normal subgroup of P.) So it is natural to look for a group
in which every proper factor group has smaller exponent.
The value 4 for the latter was chosen because 2 and 3 are
useless and because the structure of B (4,2) is very familiar.
Let K be any group and let £ (K), 8 (K) denote its centre,
commutator subgroup respectively. It might be supposed
that if Kjt,{K) has exponent n then so does 8 (K) because this
seems to be true for n = 2 or 3. But it is false when K = G
as above and n = 4.
The group G, and incidentally B (4, 2) also, contains a
subgroup of order 2® with trivial core, an order which is
perhaps larger than one might expect before going into the
details of the case.
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Finally we note that an elementary theorem indicates that
no pair {x, y} of generators for our G can contain an element
of order 8.
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